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Results of a visit to Gebel Uweinat and two visits to the Gilf 
Kebir in November/December 2011 

 
Due to my deteriorating state of health, the expedition of winter 2007/08 definitely 
marked the end of my explorations by camel in Egypt’s Western Desert. 
Nonetheless, since then I have been invited to participate in less physically 
demanding 4WD-trips organized by others. Joining colleagues or tourists required 
me to adapt to their interests, plans and tight schedules which precluded me from 
undertaking my own surveys. Despite such limitations and in defiance of the 
unfamiliar time pressure, typical of these short 4WD-trips, they have nevertheless 
helped me verify some of my ideas, and corrected others therefore complementing 
and extending those of my discoveries about which, in recent years, I have posted 
reports on this website. For this reason I am grateful to those who took me along as 
these trips have allowed me, albeit on a much smaller scale, to continue with my 
endeavours, bringing me closer to the completion of my work.  
 

This winter’s desert trips focussed on further enquiries into a Neolithic “desert 
religion” which, according to present evidence, anticipates decisive elements of 
ancient Egyptian religious concepts. Our undertakings were not aimed at making 
startling new discoveries. Instead, we focussed on the study of so far little known 
discoveries made by others. In pursuit of this objective Lotfi Khalifa took us to 
Karkur Talh (Gebel Uweinat) and to the Wadi Sura area (Gilf Kebir). Later, in the upper 
reaches of Wadi Abd el Malik and Wadi Talh, Khaled Khalifa showed us “religious” 
rock art & artefacts, the locations of which considerably extend the area in which 
cosmological-religious concepts and practises of the Wadi Sura culture once 
flourished. The existence of such artwork and of several sacrificial altars/libation 
devices in this remote region, strengthened my impression that the Northwestern 
Gilf Kebir has to be considered as the cradle of certain religious ideas which, later 
spread to the Nile valley. Under Pharaonic rule and on the banks of the life-giving 
river Nile, these concepts were consolidated and codified until, eventually they 
attained the form which, since the work of the first Egyptologists, most of us are 
acquainted with today. Conditioned as we have been to the prevailing Nile-centric 
views of conventional Egyptology, it is not easy for anyone to deal with an 
unfamiliar embryonic stage of this religion without bias and to accept the fact that 
its origins may be located in the remote regions of the Gilf Kebir. It is indeed a great 
privilege to be among the few who, deep in the desert, are involved in uncovering 
the dawn of a cultural development which, beginning in the sixth millennium BC, 
eventually supplied the emerging, sophisticated civilization (German: Hochkultur) of the 
Nile valley with religious thought and practises.  
 

Until recently, “…the formative stages of ancient Egypt’s religion have received less 
investigation, probably because of the ambiguity of prehistoric and archaic 
remains.” (D. P. Silverman: Divinity and deities in ancient Egypt. in: Religion in ancient Egypt. B. 

E. Shafer (ed.) Ithaca, London 1991, p. 10). This particularly holds true for rock art and 
artefacts that, since the days of Ladislav Almasy, were discovered in the Wadi Sura 
area. Astonishing pictorial evidence in the form of rock art, that is clearly 
cosmological-religious in character, the latest discoveries of sacrificial altars at 
different Wadi Sura and Wadi Abd el Malik sites, and the find of a primitive 



observatory (or a sketch map of the sky made out of stones) in Wadi Gingoi suggest that, 
long before the invention of writing, places devoted to sacred rituals had existed, 
whose adherents had highly developed concepts of the divine, ideas that can be 
dated to the 6th millennium. (See my Report on the results of radiocarbon datings from the Wadi 

Sura area, Gilf Kebir, southwestern Egypt on this website. Hereinafter Wadi Sura datings.) It is 
therefore appropriate to ask whether these concepts and the set of religious motifs 
associated with them, were taken to the Nile valley as part of a cultural transfer 
that may have taken place at the end of the Neolithic Wet Phase when a centuries-
long exodus, gradually emptied the dying savannah and steppe areas of people, 
pushing them, the “sand dwellers”, from remote western regions into the Nile valley. 
These masses of people did not arrive at the riverbanks empty-handed. With them 
came their hopes, fears, beliefs and religious practises, their cults and also their 
embryonic writing system (see Carlo Bergmann: On the origins of the hieroglyphic script, in: 
Times, Signs and Pyramids. Studies in honour of Miroslav Verner. V.G. Gallender, L. Bares, M. Barta, 
J. Janak, J. Krejci (eds.), Prague 2011, pp. 65-100; hereinafter Origins of hieroglyphic writing. Also 

available on this website - click further publications.), their initiation and funerary rites, 
their worldviews and their art, their social concepts including conceptions of 
leadership as well as their dress codes. Such outright transfers correspond well 
with human behaviour, and it is demanding to delve deeper into the particulars of 
this development with the aim of advancing our understanding of the roots of the 
ancient Egyptian religion. Silverman states “…we have no textual evidence, before 
the introduction of writing, to explicate the meaning of these practises and of the 
rituals and objects associated with them… we must rely on observation to interpret 
(rock art and) objects as divine and to infer the underlying concepts.” (D. P. Silverman, op 

cit, p. 10) Consider, for instance, the so called headless beasts whose body postures 
vary widely, creating the impression of tranquil beasts on the one hand and 
aggressive ones on the other. Does this heterogeneousness imply that throughout 
centuries, Wadi Sura beliefs “… were fluid… and that they were never consolidated 
into a single source that remained constant…”? (Ibidem, p. 12) It is indeed 
remarkable, at least apparently, that the “White Nut” (i.e., a “tranquil” white headless 

beast) marks the end of a mythical-religious evolution that, later may have 
influenced Egyptian beliefs which themselves “…were fluid even during the historic 
period.” (Ibidem) This fluidity makes it extremely difficult to interpret the formative 
stages of this Neolithic “desert religion” accurately.   
 

In the following paragraphs, my observations as made during the 4WD-trips of 
winter 2011/2012 are not always presented in chronological order; instead, 
whenever appropriate they are summarised and discussed according to subject 
matter. As soon as possible some of these observations and related insights will be 
incorporated into my essay entitled “On the Origins of the Egyptian Pantheon” 
(hereinafter Pantheon), two parts of which have been already posted on this website.  
 

We started from Dakhla oasis. After a visit to Muhattah Maqfi we followed 
the RYT (Road to Yam and Tekhebet) up to Muhattah Arba´a Mafariq from where 
we set out for Biar Jaqub and Djedefre´s Water Mountain (DWM). Somewhere 
on our way we made a detour to a newly discovered water mountain site 
(WB11-1). 
 

1. Muhattah Maqfi: ravaged by treasure hunters 
In the wake of the Jan./Feb. 2011 national uprising in Egypt, the base of 
Muhattah Maqfi Hill was partly destroyed by treasure hunters (figures 2 + 5) 
who also demolished stone constructions and looted ancient artefacts on the 



hill’s summit plateau. As shown in figures 3 + 4, looters employed heavy 
equipment (a wheel loader?) and achieved a maximum of destruction. This 
operation led to the disappearance of the neighbouring rock outcrop that, as 
indicated by figure 1, was situated about 20 metres south of the main hill. 
The devastation caused the loss of several unique ´horn altar´ engravings 
which, together with three stone slabs installed on the hill’s summit 
plateaux had been utilized by the ancients for libations and other religious 
ceremonies, and had provided sufficient evidence that Muhattah Maqfi was 
not only used as a RYT- way station, but also as a field temple.  
 

After my 2009/10 discovery of a sacrificial altar at WG 61 (Altar Cave, Wadi 

Sura, Gilf Kebir. See Wadi Sura datings.) it seemed worth the trouble to revisit 
Muhattah Maqfi and to closely inspect the said stone slabs. I also wanted to 
carry out an “altar test” by dripping water into a hollowed ´cupule´. If the 
“ritual liquid” would flow along the groove connected with the cupule, (see 

figures 7 + 8) the function of the stone slab as a libation device would be 
confirmed. Now such proof no longer can be obtained. 
 

To my relief, a large fragment of one of the stone slabs with ornamentation 
that reveals a probable use in religious ceremonies, was still there though 
displaced. (figure 7) This item together with a peculiar arrangement of grooves 
incised next to a Seth animal (figure 8) indicates functional similarities to 
other Neolithic stone altars and immovable libation plates seen later on our 
journey at Karkur Talh, Wadi Sura and Wadi Abd el Malik/Wadi Talh.  
 

Regarding the loss of information caused by the destruction at Muhattah 
Maqfi, it can only be hoped that Kuper, to whom I had introduced the site 
shortly after discovery, properly surveyed and documented it. If this is the 
case, the hill’s complete archaeological inventory would, at least, be available 
on celluloid and paper.  
 

 
figure 1: Google Earth image of Muhattah Maqfi and its surroundings. The remains of the recently destroyed rock 

outcrop situated circa 20 metres to the south of the main hill are clearly visible. 
 



 
figure 2: Remains of the neighbouring rock outcrop pushed against the southwestern slope of Muhattah Maqfi, 

destroying several unique horn altar engravings. 
 

  
figures 3 + 4: Top view images showing the extent of the devastation on the ground. 

 

  
figure 5: One of several illicit excavations carried out on the slopes of Muhattah Maqfi. Time constraints did not 
permit photography and more systematic recording of the extensive damage caused on the hill’s summit plateau. 

figure 6: A Seth figure, a six-pointed star and a footprint engraved into the bedrock of the Muhattah Maqfi summit 
plateau indicating that, those who set out into the desert, attached considerable importance to this god. Image 

shown is color enhanced. 
 
 



  
figure 7: Displaced fragment of a recently destroyed stone slab found on the devastated summit plateau of 

Muhattah Maqfi. Note the small cupule sunk into the stone slab’s surface. From this cupule runs a straight groove. 
Most probably, ritual liquid (water, wine, blood or milk) was poured into the cupule. When, accompanied by 

prayers(?), the liquid ran slowly down the straight groove, passing by the three altars depicted on either side of it. 
Worshippers setting out for the desert may have envisioned the liquid as having acquired special powers to pacify 
Seth. Also note that onto a part of the altar below the said groove, a sandal imprint was carved. The stone slab’s 

decoration is complemented by two images of quadrupeds and, at its head, by another image of an altar. 
Note further that, at the time of discovery, an image of Seth engraved into a portable stone slab had existed. (see 
Results of winter 2008/9 expeditions – The road to Yam and Tekhebet – part two, picture 251) Therefore the 
invocation of Seth could have been performed anywhere on the summit plateaux, although it is more likely that, 
during such services, this portable image was placed, for instance, next to the slab shown in figure 7. Thus, the 
latter slab, like two others (now lost i.e., recently removed or destroyed?), served as altars for pouring a libation 

before an image of the desert god Seth. Most probably, such cultic activities took place in connection with 
departures to the southwest i.e., when setting out for Yam and Tekhebet or when returning from these far away 

destinations. Image shown is color enhanced.  
 

figure 8: Detail of the bedrock on the Muhattah Maqfi summit plateaux showing an enigmatic arrangement of 
libation grooves(?) next to a Seth animal. One of the grooves is connected with a cupule from which another 

(deeper) groove departs suggesting that the device as a whole, functioned as a fixed offering altar designed for 
invocations of Seth. Image shown is color enhanced. 

 

2. Visitor’s graffiti at Djedefre´s Water Mountain 
After the devastations at Muhattah Maqfi, it came as no surprise that 
recently, fragments of the rock art at DWM have been desecrated by (two) 
Arabic inscriptions. One of the graffiti is shown in figure 9. It can only be 
hoped that DWM will not share the same fate as Muhattah Maqfi. 
 

 
figure 9: Arabic graffiti (“Salim Sakr, Rasheida 2/4/2011”) engraved next to the Red Pharaoh smiting an enemy. 

Image shown is color enhanced. 
 

3. Biar Jaqub II: A new desert region containing `Winkler Figures` and 
proto-hieroglyphs 

We owe our sincere thanks to Mahmoud Matarawi who courteously revealed 
to us the location of two rock art sites. As he remarked when we met him in 



the desert, one of the sites would contain a hieroglyphic inscription. He 
explained that the text was discovered in 2009 when he had taken sixteen 
Australian tourists on a desert tour. On their way from DWM to Abu Ballas 
his party had camped amidst an impressive group of hills; the ground 
around these hills abounding with playa. Before lunch the Australians 
spread out examining the hills and looking for rock art. It did not take long 
before he heard people screaming. Following the noise Mahmoud arrived at 
the eastern slope of a nearby hill where, at a rock face situated circa five 
metres above the ground, his clients were gathered photographing the 
“inscription”. Hampered by his tourist’s excitement, our informant was 
unable to get a close look at the find. Describing the said hill as “Gara fi 
rusumat gamb Gebel Moya” (i.e., ...nearby Djedefre´s Water Mountain), he 
remembered a detail of the “inscription” quite well; an image of a water jar 
executed in raised relief. As such an artwork would indeed be most unusual, 
I asked Mahmoud to draw the outline of the item into my notebook, which 
he did. (figure 10) Astounded as we were, we decided to make a detour and to 
pay a visit to the “Australian site”. 
 

 
figure 10: Mahmoud Matarawi´s drawing of an ancient depiction of a water jar supposedly depicted at WB11-1 

 

Like its neighbours, the hill that bears Mahmoud´s “inscription” rises from a 
playa pan. Additionally, its slopes are covered by remains of the same 
deposit up to three metres thick. (figure 11) When we finally found the (vertical) 
rock art panel (WB11-1; figure 12) we noticed neither a hieroglyphic inscription 
nor a water jar in raised relief. However, our disappointment was short lived 
as I realized at once that, far removed from any pharaonic influence, we 
were, not only looking at a complex rock art ensemble containing proto-
hieroglyphs, but also at an ensemble of motifs that are key to understanding 
all the water mountain imagery that has so far been found elsewhere in the 
desert. As shown in greater detail in figure 13, WB11-1 consists of three 
small and two big giraffes, an antelope, a filiform man and an unidentifiable 
quadruped placed to the left (east) of a rectangular water mountain whose 
two mountain glyphs (normally positioned at the upper left and right corners of a 

rectangular “vat” containing a number of zigzag lines) are missing thus, bearing some 
similarity with the water mountain sign shown in Origins of hieroglyphic 

writing, figure 12. (Note that figure 9 of the same essay depicts another water mountain 

void of mountain signs.) The lateral boundary lines of this water mountain 
symbol extend considerably below its base line thus, alluding to a water 
basin on a stand. Within this open enclosure a stack of horizontal zigzag 
lines (Or is it a fragment of another water mountain?) has been placed. (figure 15) 
Depicted to the right (west) of this peculiar water mountain ideogram (see 

figure 14) are two large steatopygeous(?) female(?) or sexless(?) figures, which 
James named Winkler Figures (see D. James: Ambiguous images: the problems and possibilities of 
analysing rock-art images in the Egyptian Western Desert. Proceedings of the first Australian conference for young 
Egyptologists. Monarch University 2009. British Archaeological Reports.  p..; hereinafter Ambiguous Images.) 
and which may bear a resemblance to Mahmoud´s water jar (figure 10).  



Furthermore, there are a horned beast and a filiform man depicted next to a 
giraffe. Above the giraffe’s head a severely eroded water mountain is still 
visible, and below the filiform man we found engravings of a horizontal stack 
of three waterlines. Concerning the two Winkler Figures, it is worth noting 
that both of them are depicted as headless schematics, i.e. lacking any 
attribute determining anthropomorphism. Do we see here another headless 
being which, despite differences in form of appearance, reveals a similarity in 
subject matter with the Wadi Sura headless beasts? 
 

Seemingly, all these engravings belong to the same time period as, 
throughout the panel, the state of preservation and the colour of the patina 
are fairly identical.  
 

  
figure 11: WB 11-1, eastern side. The black arrow indicates the location of the rock art panel shown in figure 12. 

Figure 12: General view of the WB 11-1 rock art panel consisting (from left to right) of an antelope, three small and 
two big giraffes, a filiform man and an unidentifiable quadruped followed by a rectangular water mountain bare of 

the typical humps, but with downward extending sides which enclose a stack of waterlines. To the right of this 
enigmatic composition are depicted two large headless steatopygeous(?) female(?) or sexless(?) figures, so called 

Winkler Figures, a horned quadruped, and a filiform man next to a giraffe. Above this giraffe’s head, a much eroded 
water mountain and below the filiform man a stack of three waterlines are to be seen. Image shown is color 

enhanced. 
 

  
figure 13: Left (eastern) part of the panel shown in figure 12. Image shown is color enhanced. 

figure 14: Right (western) part of the panel shown in figure 12. Image shown is color enhanced. 
 



 
figure 15: Detail showing a stack of waterlines (fragment of another water mountain?) depicted within the confines 
of the downward extended sides of the large rectangular water mountain shown in figures 12-14. Image shown is 

color enhanced. 
 

Sidenote 1: A comment regarding steatopygeous female figures.  
In a few of my earlier papers, I have occasionally cited H. A. Winkler’s 
marvellous Rock-Drawings of Southern Upper Egypt, taking it for granted that 
his findings remained unsurpassed since the 1930s and that they still would 
reflect the prevailing opinion in Western Desert rock art studies. Whilst 
Winkler’s work has had a lasting impact on such studies, recent reviews by 
Daniel James (D. James: Hans Winkler and Dakhleh Oasis: a methodology for analysing 
Winkler figures. in: The oases papers 6. Proceedings of the sixth international Dakhleh oasis 

project. Oxford …, hereinafter Methodology, and, by the same author, Ambiguous Images.) are 
confronting us with its inherent flaws. In particular, James demonstrates that 
the so called Winkler Figures i.e., female anthropomorphs characterised as 
being pregnant, fat, steatopygeous and/or as representations of a divine being 
(e.g. a fertility or mother goddess) (see Methodology, p.   ) cannot be viewed as a 
homogeneous category of rock art representation (Ibidem), and that the 
assumption of “…the female sex of a representation (solely based) on … large 
buttocks or rounded shape …” (P. Ucko, A. Rosenfeld: Anthropomorphic representations in 
Palaeolithic art. in Santander Symposium. Madrid 1972, p. 170; cited from Methodology, p…) 
must be considered as unsound. On the basis of a statistical assessment of the 
corpus of Western Desert rock art images that has been made available to him 
(the corpus consists of only 129 figures) and by screening these images with a set of 
`sex markers’ and attributes of divinity, also subjecting them to a 
“presence/absence test”, James concludes that, until recently, most 
researchers (including myself) adopted  “… a biased approach and focus on 
identifiable female figures at the expense of male, sexless, therianthropic or 
hermaphroditic…” (Methodology, p….) representations. Furthermore, by basing 
our attempts to interpret pregnant(?) female(?) figures as fertility or mother 
goddesses, exclusively upon conclusions made by Winkler who, in 1939, 
“…ultimately proposed that these images were representations of figurines or 
statuettes” (Ambiguous Images, p….), most of us were mislead by unfounded 
assertions.  
 

To determine the true sexual nature of a Winkler Figure is indeed challenging. 
More often than not, hands and feet (sometimes also the head) are absent. More 
importantly, in many cases such figures are lacking primary and/or secondary 
sexual characteristics. Are, for instance, a “…pronounced belly (as an indicator of 

pregnancy?), an exaggerated buttock or skirt, an exaggerated lower body (including 

its possible decoration) and/or a head decoration “… overt sexual characteristics or 
not?” (Ibidem, p…) When focussing on rock art containing Winkler Figures which, 
in most cases, reveal no breasts, penis or penis sheath, vulva, pubic triangle or 
beard (see Ambiguous Images, p…), a sound answer is quite difficult to find. The 
same holds true with regard to “…any attempt at assessing the divine nature of 
an anthropomorph, and of the Winkler figures in particular.” (Methodology, p….)  
 

In the summer 1938, when he first encountered his steatopygeous(?) 
goddesses(?), Winkler who had a strong background in contemporary Egyptian 
religious practise and folklore, noted the discovery of “…stylised women 
which… displayed no overt sexual characteristics.” (Ambiguous Images, p…) Later, 



he revealed that “… his interpretations were heavily influenced by prehistoric 
figurines from Crete and the Near East and presumably Europe which were 
interpreted as evidence for early worship of a Mother Goddess.” (Ibidem, p. ..)  
 

Up to the present, Winkler’s preconceptions are shaping the way we deal with 
the rock art in question. To avoid his flaws, James, argues that “…any 
interpretation of Winkler’s goddesses should be based upon objective and 
replicable analysis of the data, not on intuition”. (ibiden, p….) Yet he presents his 
concept for reinterpretation of Winkler Figures without demonstrating its full 
potential in a case study accompanied by field surveys of his own. It has to be 
conceded, however, that James´ approach offers a suitable tool for exposing 
false hypotheses and ill-founded conceptions concerning rock art in the Dakhla 
area. His analytical toolbox could also be applied to post-Winkler rock art 
discoveries in the wider region containing the said figures. But if we eventually 
find out that, even when using James´ presence/absence test including its 
statistical backing, that the meaning of Winkler Figures still remains 
ambiguous, what then? Have we advanced any further? Are inquiries into the 
history and social processes of people and cultural groups who, at quite a 
distance from Winkler’s sites, created the same kind of rock art at all possible 
(particularly when these places yield no other artefacts or archaeological remains that could be 

dated)? James admits that, without adhering to his call for greater objectivity, 
i.e., ´intuitively´ interpreting Winkler Figures as female goddesses and thus, 
supposing “…that a Goddess worshipping group of people…with a pre-
occupation for engraving a pregnant deity onto the rocks for … ritual 
purposes…(and) to link the worship of this deity with fertility rites and 
associations” (Ibidem, p.    ) could correspond well with the reality of a distant 
past. However, such an interpretation would rely “…on links that are tenuous 
at best.” (Ibidem.)  

 

When dealing with rock art in practical terms, one has to accept a range of 
different approaches. James is opting for one that is objective and replicable. It 
is to be hoped that his method will further demonstrate its benefits. But I 
cannot sit back and wait until the riddle of the Winkler Figures is finally solved. 
Due to the sheer amount of time and effort necessary (a) to analyse with greater 
objectivity, (b) to re-assess all Winkler Figures found so far, (c) to appraise them 
in their respective iconographic contexts and (d) to check the topographical 
features of the rock art sites in question (e) including their surroundings, to 
date, no researcher has dared to take upon himself this demanding task (i.e., 

much needed unbiased large scale field surveys). For the sake of proceeding with my 
report, I cannot delve deeper into the subject of how to better assess aspects of 
sex and divinity in Winkler Figures. Therefore I have to leave it here and to 
confine myself to the use of bracketed question marks whenever these highly 
debatable issues are touched.  

 

Whether or not they fully comprehended their discovery, the Australian 
tourists had every reason to celebrate their find. Here, for the first time, 
pictorial evidence has been procured which, located at great distance from 
any pharaonic controlled area, unquestionably and with greater clarity than 
indicated in figures 4+5+10 of Origins of hieroglyphic writing, shows a cluster 
of contemporaneous engravings consisting of headless steatopygeous(?) 

female(?) or sexless(?) figures, filiform men, giraffes and water mountains on a 
single rock art panel. (Hitherto, these figurative elements were distributed over two or 
more rock faces of a site rendering it questionable whether these artworks were meant to be 

part of one complex metaphor.) Note also that, without exception, the images of 
giraffes and other beasts as well as the two Winkler Figures are facing east. 
As proposed in Pantheon-part two, chapter 5.345.331.2, orientation towards 
the rising sun is suggestive of mythical-religious and cosmological 
symbolism. The fact that an unknown artist deliberately placed a water 



mountain ideogram and stacks of zigzag lines into such a “religious” context 
lets one speculate whether or not, at around 5,500 BC a widespread notion 
which considered proto-hieroglyphs as sacred signs or text, had already 
evolved. (By comparison, at the outset of “conventional” pharaonic writing, “…hieroglyphic 
was used for all purposes… (whilst) in the latest times it was employed almost exclusively for 
`sacred`… inscriptions… on temple walls or on public monuments.” A. Gardiner: Egyptian 

grammar. Oxford 1979, p. 9) If so, it would show that this idea would have been as old 
as the hills. It would have taken roots already in a proto-historic society (that, 
at first glace, may have indiscriminately used various representations of natural phenomena 

for mythical-religious ends). At any rate, water and related subjects (as, for example, 

rain, wells, springs, ponds and water flowing in creeks and rivers etc.) obviously were of 
such importance that, together with aspects of fertility, rebirth or eternal life 
(embedded in the Winkler Figures´ solar orientation), as at WB11-1, these topics were 
treated by the rock-artists of the Giraffe Hunter and Nomadic Cattle-

Pastoralists (GH&NCP. For their identification see Origins of hieroglyphic writing.) as part of a 
single, coherent mythical-religious concept. Does this imply that, as proto-
hieroglyphs were emerging from preliterate traditions, this first writing, 
acquired a status of transcendence when added to Winkler Figures and 
images of animals related to the sun? (Note that giraffes and ostriches are 

interpreted as sun bearers. See Pantheon-part two chapter 5.345.331.2) Such 
transferences would allow us to assert that, at WB11-1, we might be 
witnessing the very first faint dawning of a Western Desert “Holy Scripture”.  
 

Sidenote 2: The mythical-religious transferences described here may also hold true for the 
two headless(?) Winkler Figures. The fact that these sexless(?) shapes were 
placed into a context that possesses a cosmological dimension possibly 
indicates that they were meant to represent spiritual beings. (see also James´ 
suggestion in Ambiguous Images, p….)  

 

I am fully aware that presuming the WB11-1 imagery to be sacral-symbolic in 
nature may seem a little daring, even to unbiased readers, especially when, the 
inevitable consequence of such a hypothesis would be to elevate proto-
hieroglyphic writing (in the form of water mountain drawings) to a Western Desert ars 
sacra. However, such interpretations of prehistoric art are not uncommon, just 
to give one example, the enigmatic engravings (signs, animal and human figures) 
found at the excavated mountain temple of Göbekli Tepe, Upper Mesopotamia, 
Turkey, dated to 9,600-8,800 calBC. These are interpreted by Morenz and 
Schmidt not only as sacred-religious art (German: sakral gebundene Kunst), but also, 
(with reference to the corpus of Göbekli Tepe signs), as ideograms bearing mythical-
religious connotations. If Morenz and Schmidt’s findings are correct i.e., if the 
pictorial and sculptural representations at Göbekli Tepe were intended to be 
read and understood, this sacred Upper Mesopotamian temple proto-script 
would be about 4,000 years older than the ars sacra at WB11-1. (L. D. Morenz, K. 
Schmidt: Große Reliefpfeiler und kleine Zeichentäfelchen. Ein frühneolithisches Zeichensystem in 
Obermesopotamien. Manuscript scheduled for publication.) 

 

Furthermore, WB11-1 confirms an already well known fact, namely that 
during the giraffe era i.e., around 5,500 BC, (see Results of winter 2007/08 

expedition. Preliminary Report on the results of radiocarbon- and Thermoluminesence (TL)-

datings. Hereinafter Biar Jaqub datings.) a highly developed “…archaic 
civilization…” (H. A. Winkler: Rock-Drawings of Southern Upper Egypt. vol. 2, London 

1939, p. 17) had existed near Dakhla and in its wider surroundings, 
 

Sidenote 3: A comment on dating Winkler Figures and a further note on their divine 

character. 
According to James, “…one of the most predominant issues regarding the 
presumed prehistoric rock-art in and around Dakhleh …(is) the lack of secure 



dating. Winkler and those following him have employed style as a primary 
chronological tool, and although it has traditionally been used as a dating 
method in rock art studies… its use in this regard has been challenged. 
Alternative stylistic theory suggests that style should be regarded as 
differentiating methods and means of communication, which may exist outside 
the bounds of chronology.” (Ambiguous Images, p…)   

 

In recent years, I procured sufficiently valid 14-C data from a few sites at Biar 
Jaqub and Wadi Sura. (see Biar Jaqub datings and Wadi Sura datings) These sites are 
closely associated with rock art. Being aware that, most likely, only calibrated 
direct dating of paint samples taken from different layers/scene elements of a 
rock painting would yield more perfect results, I nevertheless refrained from 
procuring such material as its extraction would have caused serious and 
irreparable damage to the artwork concerned. Therefore the “indirect” 14-C 
dates which I collected from the two areas mentioned above and those 
“indirect” dates also collected by Kuper, represent the best datings currently 
obtainable. Though the data provided by such dating is reliable, it does not 
actually pinpoint any dates but at best, merely indicates a time horizon or 
period during which a piece of art was produced. This is better than nothing 
and it is more precise than following Winkler’s inconsistent chronology.  
 

In an attempt to create a chronological framework for Western Desert rock art, 
Winkler slightly modified a sequence which he had established when surveying 
Egypt’s Eastern Desert. Like its forerunner, his Western Desert sequence is 
based “… on the style or manner in which a rock-art image had been made.” 
(Ambiguous Images, p….) Winkler’s sequence consists of four prehistoric 
phenotypes (i.e., artwork groups or cultural clusters): (a) Autochthonous Mountain-
dwellers i.e.,  “cattle breeders whose art is characterized by figures wearing 
Libyan penis sheaths and images of cattle” (Ibidem, p.   ), (b) Early Oasis Dwellers 
i.e., “…the inhabitants of the Oases prior to Dynastic control” (Ibidem) and their 
art production, (c) Eastern Invaders whose art is “… characterized by boats of a 
type foreign to Egypt” (Ibidem) and (d) Earliest Hunters “characterized purely on 
aesthetics, with any ´primitive´ imagery… (such as) geometrical or spiral designs, 
or ´hunting scenes´ instantly ascribed to this group.  
 

Because of inherent inconsistencies and vague definitions, I have hesitated to 
closely adhere to Winkler’s Western Desert sequence although I cited it a 
couple of times. Instead, in the case of the pre-historic groups that created the 
water mountain ideograms who also depicted Winkler Figures at DWM and Biar 

Jaqub, I have chosen to name these groups Giraffe Hunter and Nomadic Cattle-

Pastoralists (GH&NCP) and to link the GH&NCP to the Bashendi B cultural unit (See 
Biar Jaqub datings. Linking the two groups seemed justified because, inter alia, 14-C data 
revealed contemporaneity between them. Both groups lived at fairly the same time as the Badarian, 
Fayum A and Merimde populations in the Nile valley. See Wadi Sura datings, table 2. If instead we 
follow Winkler’s questionable sequence, the creators of the said rock art would have to be identified 
as Earliest Hunters and Early Oasis Dwellers, both living contemporaneously with the Gerzean and 

Naqada II Nile valley populations. See Ambiguous Images, p… ), so as to indicate that (a) 
the subsistence strategies of the GH&NCP were far more complex than Winkler’s 
classification suggests and that (b) the GH&NCP were not permanently dwelling 
in or close by an oasis but roamed across large parts of the Western Desert. 
Apart from their archaeological remains my explorations in these remote areas 
also revealed Winkler Figures which, obviously, were drawn by them. (By whom 

else?) The majority of the Winkler Figures found in GH&NCP-rock art are depicted 
from a side view or in “split profile” (e.g., head and upper body shown in front view, lower 

body shown in side view) but a few are also shown from a front view. These 
engravings are fairly similar to the type of images published in Rock-Drawings 
of Southern Upper Egypt thus, seemingly revealing a common “…convention, or 
standardization where the (figure’s) key components or features are represented 
in a consistent manner.” (Methodology, p….)  
 

Although Winkler Figures may look fairly similar, James rightly asserts that it 
is by no means reasonable to interpret them “as a homogenous group with one 



meaning, regardless of location or difference in style” (Methodology, p….) and to 
define all of them as female goddesses. Such a “…Winkler-styled interpretation 
of ´females´ along with their associated divine connotations…” (Ambiguous Images, 

p…) would indeed neglect the issue of why a certain rock face was chosen and 
neither does it address the issue of the meaning the images had i.e., (a) the 
meaning to the artist, (b) the meaning to “…the culture or community in which 
it was produced (and) (c) the significance of the image for an outsider, e.g. us.” 
(Methodology, p….) With this in mind it seems justified to interpret the two 
headless steatopygeous(?) figures at WB11-1 (see figures 12-14) as divine female(?) 
or sexless(?) beings because these two images and also the images of animals 
associated with them expose marked cosmological-religious characteristics. 

 

Even more importantly, the WB-11-1 imagery provides extensive evidence, 
that this “archaic” civilization, named by Winkler “Early Oasis Dwellers” 
(More correctly identified as GH&NCP or, as its substratum, as the Bashendi B cultural unit. 
(see Biar Jaqub datings) This ethnic group roamed the Western Desert from around 6,500-5,200 
BP, i.e. 5,500 – 4,000 calBC. (See A.R.Warfe: Interregional contacts with the Sudan: Ceramic evidence from 
the mid-Holocene period. In: G.E. Bowen; C.A. Hope (eds.). The oasis papers 3. Proceedings of the third 

international conference of the Dakhleh Oasis Project. Oxford 2004, p. 79)), 

- invented a proto-hieroglyphic sign system (see Origins of hieroglyphic writing) 

- developed (or adhered to an even older) belief system in which cosmological 
factors played an important role (see Pantheon-part one and part two)  

- adhered to a phallus cult that, seemingly, prevailed throughout the 
Western Desert (see below)  

- practised the arts of spinning and weaving and used woven fabrics for 
their attire.  

 

So far, the latter achievement has only received brief mention on this 
website. (Click Nachtrag/supplement) However, in the light of the WB11-1 discovery, 
the question whether or not “archaic” textile manufacture existed among the 
GH&NCP groups, must be discussed in greater detail. (see further below)  
 

Whilst their slender male(?) counterparts are rarely shown in detailed attire, 
GH&NCP females(?) e.g., Winkler’s goddesses, are quite often depicted 
“…carefully dressed in long skirts in most cases covering their feet… As a 
rule …(they are) shown in side view, sometimes in front view (H. A. Winkler: op. 

cit., p. 28, see figures 16-18+19-21+23) representing “…deit(ies)” who belong “…in 
some way to a cult.” (Ibidem, p. 29 et seq.) Does this imply that GH&NCP artists 
refrained from depicting ordinary female figures wearing elaborate skirts and 
that, instead, such attire was reserved for marking goddesses in GH&NCP 

artistry? 
 

   
figure 16: Winkler’s plate XXXIX; redrawing of a highly symbolic scene displaying, inter alia, females(?) in side view 

sitting and wearing elaborate cloths(?) 
figure 17: Winkler’s plate XLV; redrawing of a scene showing a standing(?) female(?) in side view wearing 

horizontally striped attire(?) 



figure 18: Winkler’s plate XLV; photograph of a rock drawing showing a female(?) in side view wearing square 
shaped attire(?) 

 

   
figure 19: From Ladies Rock. Female figure(?) on the left shown in front view wearing a striped dress(?) Image 

shown is color enhanced. 
figure 20: From Ladies Rock. Three Winkler Figures. Note the pecking marks on the contour lines and central axes 

which are also to be seen in figure 19. Image shown is color enhanced. 
figure 21: Two figures with necklaces. One of them is wearing a skirt that is decorated with two clusters of 

diagonal stripes. Image shown is color enhanced. 
 

As indicated in Pantheon-part two, chapter 5.345.331.223 (8) and in Origins 

of hieroglyphic writing, footnote 43 Winkler’s view regarding the divinity of 
the said female(?) figures is not shared here in full. On the contrary, each 
case of supposed divinity must be viewed separately, as a range of “external” 
factors and circumstances (including the landscape) and also the information 
encoded within the artwork concerned should be factored into any 
assessments if credible interpretations are to be achieved. According to 
James the following “Goddess attributes” (already mentioned in sidenote 1) are 
readily cited by authors as being integral to their interpretations when 
discussing the Dakhla material (see Ambiguous Images, p…): (a) breasts, (b) 
pronounced belly, (c) exaggerated buttocks/skirts/lower body, (d) decoration 
of head including hair and (e) decoration of lower body/skirts/buttocks. Note 
that I consider only (c) as constitutive of a Winkler Goddess. Thus, in my 
view markers (a) (b) (d) and (e) are, more or less, subsidiary indicators. The two 
headless, female(?) or sexless(?) goddesses at WB11-1 (figures 12-14) confirm 
my assertion, as the divine status of both is determined by a single eye-
catching characteristic of the engraving proper i.e., exaggerated 
buttocks/skirts/lower body and, additionally, (1) by a quality external to the 
engraving i.e., the goddesses orientation towards the rising sun, and also (2) 
by the iconographic context itself i.e., showing the two Winkler Figures 
embedded in an ensemble of giraffes acting as sun-bearers. (For more support of 
this assessment see also Pantheon-part two chapter 5.345.331.2.). 
 

Thus, my findings are not in contradiction with the results of the 
“presence/absence test” carried out by James on an assemblage of 
129Winkler Figures. Here are some of James´ findings relevant to this report: 
 

- Results pertaining to a presence/absence test of sex markers. 
Only “…14.7% (19 figures) of the corpus of 129 images can be sexed based 
upon sexual characteristics... This leaves a significant 85.3% (110 figures) of 
the rock-art corpus that must be considered of undetermined sex.” (Ambiguous 

Images, p…)  
- Results pertaining to a presence/absence test of decoration. 



A remarkable 44 (34.1%) out of a total of 129 figures display a decoration of 
the skirt/buttock area with an additional 17 figures (13.2%) displaying 
embellished heads. (see Ambiguous Images, table 4) 

- Results relating female characteristics to decoration. 
If the focus is shifted to figures that definitely “… can be sexed as ´females´, 
we find that all examples of breasts (n=3) occur with skirt/buttock 
decoration (100%) while 66.7 % (n=2) display a head decoration….(Sporadic) 
examples with a pubic triangle (n=2) display both head and skirt 
decoration.” (Ibidem, p…) However, skirt/buttock decoration on definite females 
makes up “…only 11.4% of the total number of skirt decorations… (and not a 

single figure) displaying explicit female sexual characteristics also display(s) a 
pronounced belly.  

- Results relating male characteristics to decoration. 
Turning to male figures, decoration on images with a penis is uncommon 
with only 20% (n=3) displaying any form of decoration. 66.7% of these are 
skirt decorations… Skirt decoration on figures that may be classified as 
´male´ therefore make up only 6.8% of the total number of skirt 
decorations… This leaves a considerable proportion of figures with skirt 
decorations unsexed (36.4%)… ” (Ibidem, p....)  

- Results pertaining to a presence/absence test of markers of divinity. 
Wherever the markers of the divine (pronounced belly, exaggerated buttocks/skirts, 

decoration of head, decoration of lower body/skirt/buttocks) “… are present, they 
most often consist of exaggerated skirt/buttocks (100%) … followed by a 
pronounced belly (42.6%) and skirt/buttock decoration (34.1%)” (see Ambiguous 

Images, figure 7) “This suggests that the exaggeration of the skirts/buttocks is of 
considerably higher significance than…” (Ibidem, p…) any other attribute of the 
divine.  

 

In conclusion, the results pertaining to a presence/absence test of markers 
of divinity indicate that “… definite ´female´ figures are more likely to be 
decorated than males.” (Ibidem, p....) Furthermore, regarding the large 
percentage of unsexed Winkler Figures the question must be raised, of 
whether or not new categories (or forms of designation) encompassing archetypes 
such as “... immature individuals or spiritual beings…” (Ibidem, p....) should be 
established.   
 

The two Winkler Figures at WB11-1 (figure 22, close-up) neither display 
anthropomorphic attributes (arms, hands, legs, feet and head) nor do they reveal 
their gender. Undecorated as they are, they do not allow us, for instance, to 
employ the marker “decoration of skirts/buttocks” as a potential means of 
assistance for determining sex and/or divinity. Thus, probably these figures 
may not at all represent anthropomorphs but headless(!) spiritual beings of 
undetermined sex whose divinity arises exclusively from their solar 
orientation i.e., their front facing towards the rising sun and also from their 
unambiguous association with giraffes, i.e., sun-bearers. That their backs 
(i.e., buttocks/skirts) are indeed facing west becomes evident when comparing 
the two Winkler Figures with those shown in figure 23. The two 
anthropomorphs depicted in figure 23 are endowed with heads, arms/breasts, 
belly and buttocks. These body parts are arranged around a central axis, 
and the head decoration/coiffure of one of the figures (on the right) is the sole 



indicator that clarifies beyond doubt which side of its body the Neolithic 
artist considered to be front and which rear. 
 

   
figure 22: Close-up of figure 14. Two undecorated sexless Winkler Figures at WB11-1 facing east. Image shown is 

color enhanced. 
figure 23: Two Winkler Figures from Biar Jaqub, the figure on the left displaying an exaggerated, undecorated 

buttock/skirt and a belly. As the hair grows on the back of the head, the distinction between buttock and belly is 
confirmed by the figure with a coiffure(?) depicted on the right. Doubtless, it is not likely this figure supports a 

hairdo that is combed over the face but combed back. Image shown is color enhanced. 
 

As suggested above, decoration of the lower body/skirt/buttock is seen here 
as a subsidiary indicator and not as a constitutive marker of divinity. Most 
probably, Winkler Figures were decorated at random, and the fact that the 
two headless goddesses at WB11-1 are lacking any decoration could indicate 
that, in this particular case, divinity was established by other means (for 

details see above). However, as 34.1% of the Winkler Figures screened by 
James, exhibit a skirt/buttock decoration of some kind, questions regarding 
the nature and meaning of such embellishment must be raised. It also has 
to be asked whether this embellishment could represent body paintings, 
tattoos and the like.  
 

Whilst figures 22+23 show featureless body surfaces possibly indicating 
either (a) naked or (b) highly stylised beings, or (c) beings wearing plain 
unadorned attire or (d) a disinterest by the Neolithic artists in ornamentation, 
the images shown in figures 16-19+21 are displaying adornments. In many 
cases however, it is difficult to distinguish between decorated skirts and 
body painting or tattoos. See, for example, the three Winkler Figures in figure 

20. Are the arrays of pecking marks on their contours and central axes 
meant to indicate body decoration? Are they meant to underscore that the 
figures in question are completely dressed - way up to their necks? Or are we 



confusing the results of a common rock drawing technique (pecking instead of 

incising) obviously used here for art’s sake with artistic elaborations of the 
then-existing, everyday life, fashion scenes? 
 

Patterned and woven textiles are well known from ancient Egypt where 
woven “…fabrics from as early as the Egyptian Neolithic Period, as evidenced 
by a fragment from the Fayyum A culture of about 5,000 BC” (R. Hall: Egyptian 

textiles. Princes Risborough 1986, p. 9) were found. In view of this early age and 
considering the remarkable number of decorated Winkler Figures, it seems 
reasonable to assume that, at around 5,500 BC, patterned garments also 
existed in and around Dakhla oasis. The patterns of such attire consisted, 
for instance, of net motifs (figure 18) which could have been “…popular 
because of their magically protective connotations.” (Ibidem, p. 25) Or clothing 
was striped lengthwise (figure 16), horizontally (figure 17), crosswise (figure 16) 
and/or diagonally (figure 19). The patterning could also have consisted of 
combinations thereof. As shown in figure 21, pairs of longitudinal stripes 
were sometimes also sparingly used for the embellishment of garments. 
 

Sidenote 4: The question of whether or not the pictorial evidence shown in figures 16-
19+21 reflects a faithful rendition of daily dress cannot be resolved here as 
“…only organic remains can provide any solutions.” (Ibidem, p. 26) 

 

Although such clothing could have been made from grass, reed, hemp, 
sheep’s wool, goat hair and palm fibre and patterning could be performed by 
applying vari-coloured dyes to these fabrics, it seems likely that, in the 6th 
millennium BC, garments were already being tailored from linen. Such 
manufacture would however, have required the cultivation of flax as well as 
a fair knowledge of the arts of spinning and weaving. In the Nile valley, at 
around 4,400 BC, this expertise already existed. The Petrie Museum of 
Egyptian Archaeology at the University College London possesses a 
Predynastic pottery dish “.. originating from a woman’s grave 3802 at 
Badari…” (Ibidem, p. 13, see figure 24) depicting a horizontal ground loom “… 
with the warp stretched between two beams with four pegs at the corners. 
Three lines cross the centre, possibly indicating rods keeping the division 
between odd and even threads. The three lines at the right represent three 
throws of weft. By the loom lies an unidentified implement, possibly a comb. 
Above, two men hang strands over a pole.” (Ibidem, p. 13 et seq.)  



 
figure 24: A Predynastic pottery dish from a woman’s grave 3802 at Badari depicting a horizontal ground loom. 

Copyright Petrie Museum of Egyptian Archaeology, University College London, UC 9547-1. (Courtesy of the 
Petrie Museum of Egyptian Archaeology, London) 

 

Considering the early evidence from the Nile valley (i.e., woven textiles (from the 

Fayyum A culture) and of utensils necessary for their production (from the Badarian period, 4,400-

4,000 BC)) it does not seem unreasonable to conclude that the art of weaving 
may have been practised in the Dakhla region at around 5,500 BC and that 
the elaborately decorated Winkler Figures are indeed preserving the 
memories of this early expertise (which may also have comprised the ability to 
produce different weave types thus, creating a range of decors which could be combined 

when tailoring garments). To reiterate: this is an assumption derived from 
pictorial evidence only but is supported by concordant evidence found 
elsewhere. As the cultivation of flax and its preparation for spinning is a 
laborious task (G. Vogelsang-Eastwood: Textiles. In Ancient Egyptian materials and 

technology. P. T. Nicholson, I. Shaw (eds.), Cambridge 2000, p. 270-274), and as “…flax is 
not native to Egypt …(but) was imported … from the Levant..” (Ibidem, p. 269 et 

seq.) at some stage during the Neolithic, we must ask if its use during the 
period concerned spread as far as Dakhla oasis including its wider environs. 
So far, we can only demonstrate that a loom-design as shown in figure 24 
was “… ideal for nomadic people as the pegs could be pulled out and the 
weaving rolled up on the beams for transport.” (R. Hall: op cit., p. 14) “A virtually 
identical loom was used in the Sudan in the late twentieth century for the 
production of long length of coarse cloth.” (G. Vogelsang-Eastwood: op cit., p. 277, 

citing from J. Picton, J. Mack: African textiles. BMP 1979, pp. 59-62) Beyond that, it is 
worth noting that alum, which is considered a principle mordant “…to fix the 
dye to the fabric… was mined in ancient times in the Libyan Desert oases” 
(R. Hall: op. cit., p. 11; see also P. T. Nicholson, J. Henderson: Glass. In: Ancient Egyptian 

materials and technology. op. cit., p. 198) and that deposits of inorganic pigments 
such as cobalt blue; red, brown or yellow ochre and orpiment (arsenic sulphide) 
exist in Dakhla and Kharga to this day. (see L. Lee, S. Quirke: Painting materials. 

In: Ancient Egyptian materials and technology. op. cit., pp. 111-115) Were these 
deposits used by the GH&NCP people for the production of textile paints? 
Were the lands of these and other, smaller oases (that, like Biar Jaqub, have 

ceased to exist and hence are designated as “lost” oases) and their abundant water 
supplies used for cultivating flax? (Neolithic rock art indicates the existence of wells, 



water canals and irrigated fields and thus, early agriculture at DWM. See Origins of 

hieroglyphic writing, figures 29, 32+42.) If in the affirmative, the imagery at WB11-1 
would not only be narrating a complex myth related to cosmic events, 
eternity, life, death and rebirth, but would also be attesting to a highly 
developed culture on the part of the GH&NCP, who, even in terms of practical 
issues, may have been well ahead of their time.  
 

Sidenote 5: It should be mentioned that in the immediate vicinity of WB11-1 a few further 
depictions of water mountains or incomplete versions thereof were discovered 
(see figures 25-27), and that the area, similar to Biar Jaqub, is suggestive of 
another “lost” oasis. Hence it is probable that more water mountain sites are 
scattered across that region.  

 

  
figures 25+26: Fragments of water mountain ideograms(?) found at a neighbouring vertical rock face. Images 

shown are color enhanced. 
 

 
figure 27: Severely eroded water mountain ideogram recently found by Veronika Dulikova on the level surface of a 

small ledge at the southeastern tip of a nearby hill. Image shown is color enhanced. 

 
4. Revisiting Biar Jaqub (BJ) 
For the purpose of verifying and complementing my observations presented 
in Pantheon-part two, chapter 5.345.331.22 where I discussed the 
cosmological symbolism of selected pieces of the BJ-rock art, we revisited 
Barque Sites 1+2 and Rosette Site and also stopped briefly at Water Mountain 

Outpost No.1 and at the panel depicting a giraffe-serpent-combination (GSC) 
(see Pantheon-part two, figure 133).  
 

4.1 Barque Site 1 (BS-1) 
Contrary to my assertion in Pantheon-part two, chapter 5.345.331.223 (9), we 
found no settlement remains at the foot of the BS-1 hill. Possibly, such relicts 
are covered by the sand sheet enclosing the hill. So, only archaeological digs 
could provide evidence of assumed Bashendi B habitations close to the 
mythical-religious rock art whose compelling composition instantaneously 
caught my eye on 1/28/2004, the day of discovery. On this day I noted in 
my dairy that the BS-1 imagery consists of  



- two large panels placed on top of each other (BS-1a = upper panel, figure 

28 and BS-1b = lower panel, figure 29)  
- two tiny appendages or “satellite” artworks, of which 

- one (BS-1c) depicting two aardvarks(?) (figure 30) is placed to the upper 
right of BS-1a and  

- the other (BS-1-d) depicting a few ostriches is placed on the left, 
“around the corner”, on an offsetting rock panel (not shown here) 
neighbouring BS-1a+b. 

-   All these rock faces are oriented towards 400.  
 

On January 28th, I neither photographed the freeze-like lower panel, nor the 
two “satellite” drawings because I was short of film. Now we made up leeway 
and took pictures of the entire imagery with the exception of the ostriches 
(BS-1-d) that, due to our tight schedule, were forgotten (Very likely, these ostriches 

are facing to the right i.e., also north-westwards). Figure 29 shows a group of large 
giraffes and two small severely eroded aardvarks(?) (BS-1b). Both the giraffes 
and the aardvarks are heading northwestwards hence, into the same 
direction as any of the animals of BS-1a (figure 28). As suggested in Pantheon-

part two, chapter 5.345.331.223, such an orientation alone (together with that of 

two aardvarks(?) shown in figure 30 that are also heading to the northwest) indicates that 
the beasts concerned were meant to represent mythological animal figures 
thus, enhancing the assumed cosmological-religious meaning encoded 
within the entire BS-1 imagery.  
 

   
figure 28: BS-1(a). Figure 29 is identical with figure 143 of Pantheon –––– part 2. To facilitate direct comparison it is 

placed here again. 
figure 29: BS-1(b): A group of giraffes accompanied by two small quadrupeds possibly representing aardvarks. This 
scene is carved below the “main panel” shown in Pantheon – part 2, figure 143 and here in figure 28. Note that, 
similar to the beasts in figure 28 (=BS-1(a)), all animals are heading northwestwards. Both, figure 28 and figure 
29 appear to constitute a single rock art composition that, separated by a broad fissure, happens to consist of two 
parts or “registers”. However, why did anyone feel the need to embellish the lower rock face with drawings that are 
barely noticeable from the foot of the hill? Is it conceivable that, in the upper part of the panel, the narrative which 
the Neolithic engravers wanted to convey to their gods and to the viewers was not yet completely told to the end so 
that in the “freeze” below additional rock drawings were placed as a support of the statement made above? Is this 

why only giraffes and aardvarks(?) were chosen to reappear in the lower register? 
 



  
figure 30: BS-1c. “Satellite” drawing. This drawing has been placed at the top right, at about 1½ metres distance 
from BS-1a. The drawing consists of two small severely eroded quadrupeds, possibly aardvarks heading towards 
the northwest. If so, these figures and their orientation which is already familiar from figures 28+29, underscore 

the impression that all the animals engraved at Barque Site 1 were meant to be bound to a single pivotal idea. For 
comparison see figure 31 showing one of the two aardvarks(?) of the lower register (BS-1b), figure 32 (the lower 
panel’s second aardvark(?)) and figure 33 (the two aardvarks of the upper panel (BS-1a)). Image shown is color 

enhanced. 
figure 31: Close-up of the aardvark to the left shown in figure 29. Image shown is color enhanced. 

 

   
figure 32: BS-1b. Close-up showing the lower panel’s second aardvark(?). Image shown is color enhanced. 

figure 33: BS-1. Close-up of figure 143 of Pantheon –––– part 2 showing, inter alia, two aardvarks to facilitate direct 

comparison with the beasts shown in figures 30-32. Image shown is color enhanced. 
 

Contrary to my assertion in caption to figure 145 (Pantheon –––– part 2, chapter 

5.345.331.223) the fleet of Neolithic funerary barques comprises three instead 
of two boats. Furthermore, a close look reveals that, whilst the larger boat to 
the left and the barque depicted on the lower right are manned by crews 
depicted as simple strokes, the crew of the boat shown above the latter is 
moulded in human-like forms. 
 



  
figure 34: A fleet of Neolithic funerary barques. Whilst the larger boat to the left of which only the bow section is 

seen, and the barque depicted on the lower right are manned by crews who are depicted as simple strokes, the crew 
of the boat shown above the latter is moulded in human-like forms. Image shown is color enhanced. 

figure 35: Detail of the funerary barque shown in Origins-part two, figure 145 displaying more clearly the boat’s 
low stern which, in a slightly downward directed curvature, protrudes leftwards. Image shown is color enhanced. 

 
4.2 Barque Site 2 (BS-2) 
 

 
figure 36:Locating Barque Site 2 (A) and Caprinae Site (B) with Google Earth. 

 

We arrived at Barque Site 2 (BS-2) (indicated in figure 36 by arrow A) shortly before 
sunset. As the BS-2 rock art is located at the hill’s eastern side, lighting 
conditions for taking a closer look at the “drinking giraffe” (figure 37) were far 
from perfect. During our ten minutes stay we neither noticed that this giraffe 
is shown next to a pond from which it could guzzle water, nor that it is 
placed nearby branches or other green stuff which would indicate that the 
beast is grazing. This “lack of clarity” opens the doorway to various 
interpretations. Nevertheless, the giraffe’s posture does not contradict with 
my assumption that, probably, the beast is drinking. (see figure 37) At any 
rate, with the exception of water mountains, zigzag and crenellated lines 
associated with (but, at the same time, somehow detached from) the Neolithic fauna, 
there is not a single piece of Western Desert rock art where, in postures 
similar to figure 37 (i.e., a conspicuously stretched giraffe’s neck and a lowered skull), 
Neolithic artists ever added a water source to a beast. Note further that, 
regarding the barque depicted below the said giraffe (see Pantheon-part two, 

figure 154), the artists also “forgot” to indicate water i.e., a lake or a river on 
which the barque navigates. This negligence(?) may either indicate an artistic 
convention or a complex metaphor involving myth and religion for 
transcending real world phenomena. 



 

  
figure 37:  Another shot of the drinking giraffe. Image shown is color enhanced. 

figure 38: Neolithic fauna depicted on the BS-2 rock panel facing east. Note that all animals are shown heading 
north. Image shown is color enhanced. 

 

As communicated in Pantheon-part two the BS-2 rock drawings are placed on 
two rock faces that form the inner surfaces of a right angle shaped cleft. 
Compass readings confirm that the panel which contains the imagery shown 
in figures 151-155 of Pantheon-part two including the “drinking giraffe” (figure 

37) is facing north (3600), whilst the panel shown in figure 38 is facing due 
east (900). Note that, with the exception of a long and slender “sitting” 
quadruped (depicted at the lower left corner of figure 38) all the animals in figure 
38 are shown heading north. Note further that the sitting quadruped is 
looking northwards. In my view, such a consistent orientation towards “The 
Imperishable Ones” i.e., the circumpolar stars, is a further proof of a hidden 
symbolism i.e., of mythical-religious inspirations underlying Bashendi B 
rock art. Accordingly, at BS-2 yet another attempt was made to venerate the 
cosmological powers (i.e., sun and star gods) that, presumably, were believed to 
govern the fate of Neolithic humankind, and also to convey religiously 
inspired messages to the ancient inhabitants of Biar Jaqub.  
 

4.3 Rosette Site (RS)  
 



 
figure 39: Google Earth image showing Rosette Site.  

 

It was well after sunset when we reached Rosette Site. We were in a hurry as 
our Egyptian security staff demanded the end of the day’s survey and our 
return to DWM, where we had set up camp. Hence, there was no chance to 
closely re-examine and to discuss the site’s rock art as presented in 
Pantheon-part two, chapter 5.345.331.222. To make the best out of this 
situation, I rushed to two rock panels and checked their orientation. 
According to my compass readings the “Rosette-Tableau” (a) which is shown 
here again (figure 40) is facing towards the north-northeast (350), whilst the 
panel depicting giraffes´ footprints and two human figures with arms raised 
(b) (figure 41) is facing slightly more to the north (250). Consequently, in 
accordance with the solar run, the speckled giraffe shown in figure 40 is 
heading towards the east-southeast (1250), whilst the ostriches shown in 
figures 41+42, which are depicted beyond the limits of panel (b) are heading 
against the sun’s orbit i.e., towards the north-northwest (2950). Note also that 
the legs of the sitting quadrupeds shown in figures 40+41 are stretched out 
against the sun’s path (which may allude to conceptions of death and extinction), a 
posture that further enhances the hidden symbolism of the rock art 
concerned. (see Pantheon-part two, chapter 5.345.331.222).  
 

 
figure 40: RS; “Rosette-Tableau”. Note that the speckled giraffe is heading towards the east-southeast.  Image 

shown is color enhanced. 
 

  



figure 41: RS. Panel depicting giraffes´ footprints and two human figures with arms raised. Note that, to the 
extreme right, two ostriches are shown heading towards the north-northwest. Image shown is color enhanced. 

figure 42: Close-up of the two ostriches partially shown in figure 41. Image shown is color enhanced. 
 

Although thus far, by these quick site-measurements, my findings presented 
in Pantheon-part two were quite well confirmed, the locations of panels (a) + 
(b) must be corrected. Whilst panel (b) is placed at the northeastern end of 
the RS-hill, panel (a) lies circa 30 metres to the south of (b) on the eastern 
slope of this elevation.  
 
4.4 Water Mountain Outpost No. 1 (WB-01) 
 

  
figure 43: Google Earth image showing WB-01 (A) and GSC (B). Whilst the WB-01 hill is a low, flat-topped 

elevation, GSC is located at the eastern side of a hillock of considerable height. 
 

figure 44: Close-up of the WB-01 hill showing the position of the rock-art panel bearing the artwork presented in 
figures 45+46. Whilst the main panels (a) consisting of depictions of Neolithic fauna and water mountain 

ideograms are located at the northern tip of WB-01, at N25 19.845+E28 14.133 and also the surrounding space, 
the rock art discussed here (b) is placed on the northern face of a small cleft, at N25 19.839+E28 14.163, about 50 

metres to the southeast (1150) of (a). 
 

On our way from DWM to Abu Ballas we passed by WB-01 where rock-art 
placed at (b) (see figure 44) i.e., on the northern inner surface of a small cleft 
located at the foot of the hill’s eastern slope, attracted our interest. As this 
panel had proved difficult to be photographed without a reflector I had paid 
little attention to it in the past. The artwork consists of four sitting giraffes 
stretching their legs towards the northeast (500). A man standing, with legs 
apart and endowed with an enormous phallus (directed towards the same 

direction) is shown behind them (figures 45+46). Note that the phallus is not 
completely raised; instead, it is aligned with the leg stances of the three 
giraffes closest to him. These three beasts possess strange tresses(?) 
extending from their occipitals and, rather untypical for the species, two of 
the beasts are endowed with extremely long tails that gradually taper. 
Doubtless, this scene served as a mythological metaphor, and the 
connotations encoded within the artwork as well as the iconographic 
tradition embodied by the ithyphallic figure are widely spread across the 
Western Desert. (see figures 47+48, 50-52) 
 



  
figure 45: WB-01. Heads, legs and tails of the giraffes are directed towards the northeast (500). So are the head and 
the phallus of the hunter(?) depicted behind the beasts. Note that the phallus is not completely raised; instead, it is 

aligned with the leg stances of the three giraffes closest to him. Image shown is color enhanced. 
figure 46: Close-up of the hunter(?). Image shown is color enhanced. 

 

As outlined in Pantheon-part two, sidenote 21 and in the subsequent text, 
the “sitting” phenomenon has been linked with death and extinction. Thus, 
depictions of sitting giraffes with legs stretched towards the rising sun may 
have been employed in a context of a hunter’s cult of the prey and also in a 
context of an allegory of rebirth. But is the male figure behind the giraffes a 
hunter? And does his erect penis not rather stand for a general cult of the 
phallus? In Pantheon-part one I raised the question whether ithyphallic 
scenes in rock art should be linked to a general fertility cult as expressed, for 
instance, by a unique sculpture of a penis including a scrotum (figure 49) 
found by Uwe George in Karkur Talh, Gebel Uweinat and by the procession 
of ithyphallic figures ascending one of the legs of a god(?) (figure 52) If the 
answer to this question is affirmative figures 45-52 may attest to a cult 
centered around male power, strength and fertility that, presumably, was 
believed to unfold within the circle of birth, death and rebirth.    
 

  
figure 47: Karkur Talh, Gebel Uweinat. Naked ithyphallic human figure holding a spear and a whip(?) in his hands 

and standing behind a male horned quadruped. Image shown is color enhanced. 
figure 48: Karkur Talh, Gebel Uweinat. Three dancing(?) ithyphallic human figures. Image shown is color 

enhanced. 
 



  
figure 49: Karkur Talh, Gebel Uweinat. Unique sculpture of a penis including a scrotum. 

figure 50: Wadi Sura, WG 21. Two male human figures endowed with large penises depicted in a scene possibly 
demonstrating kinship. Image shown is color enhanced. 

 

  
figures 51+52: Wadi Sura. Two phallus-peppered scenes from WG 21. Images shown are color enhanced. 

 
4.5 Giraffe-serpent-combination (GSC)  
The site containing the giraffe-serpent combination and presented in 
Pantheon-part 2, chapter 5.345.331.221 is just a stone’s throw away from 
WB-01. (for its location see figure 43 (B)) For the convenience of the reader GSC is 
shown here again. (figure 53) Located at N25 19.445+E28 14.273 and facing 
towards 300, this rock art panel is neighbouring another beautifully 
decorated panel. (figure 54) Due to distortions caused by a few cracks it is not 
clear whether the human figure depicted at the rear end of one of the giraffes 
is touching the beast. If this were the case see my interpretation in 
Pantheon-part two, last paragraph of chapter 5.345.331.1 where I explained 
the possible meaning of such an arrangement.  
 

 
figure 53: Biar Jaqub. Rock art panel containing Giraffe-serpent-combination (GSC) 

 



  
figure 54: Rock art panel neighbouring GSC. Image shown is color enhanced. 

figure 55: Close-up of figure 54 showing a human figure placed at the rear end of a giraffe. Image shown is color 
enhanced. 

 
5. Muahttah Lotfi- a further RYT-way station 
We left Biar Jaqub and headed for the Gilf Kebir. After having passed Abu 
Balls Lotfi Khalifa led us to a so far unknown RYT-way station. Our tour-
operator had discovered the site in 2010 when he was in need of a sheltered 
place for carrying out car repairs. Muhattah Lotfi consists of two 
windscreens surrounded by scatters of broken jars. (figure 56) Most of the 
way station’s water jars are covered by the sand. Thus, for the time being, no 
estimates can be made on how many 6th dynasty pots are deposited at this 
site. However, we managed to unearth a few of the jars and to take a brief 
look at them. These were all ovoid-shaped, well preserved and, to my 
surprise, one of them possessing high shoulders (figures 57+58) proved to be 
identical with the shape of jars exclusively deposited on the Kufra Trail.  
 

The site gives the impression as if its jars were carried to it at a later date 
thus, not during 6th dynasty times or during the First Intermediate Period 
but at some time during the camel era. In this case the pots would have 
been taken from a nearby RYT-way station with the intention to establish a 
camp off the ancient donkey caravan route. At the request of the discoverer 
the waypoint of the site cannot be disclosed here.  
 

   
figure 56: Potsherds at Muhattah Lotfi. 

figures 57+58: Ancient ovoid-shaped water jar with high shoulders photographed from different vantage points. 

 
6. Altar tests 



6.1 Libation devices/desert altars in the northwestern Gilf Kebir  
6.11 Desert altars in Wadi Talh 
Influenced e.g., by Old Testament narratives and also by historical records 
from ancient Egypt, most of us would consider offering or sacrificial altars 
and libation devices as indispensable objects used in religious rituals of 
times long since past. But does this apply to even more remote periods, i.e., 
the Western Desert Neolithic and faraway regions such as Gebel Uweinat 
and the Glif Kebir? At Wadi Sura I had discovered a sacrificial altar. As a 
response to my subsequent publication of the find (see Wadi Sura datings and 

Pantheon-part two posted on this website) Andras Zboray suggested checking the 
Wadi Sura sites WG41/A, WG 43/C and WG 44/A as he considered it 
probable that, at these sites alike, altars or libation devices were installed. (A. 

Zboray: email of 15 Sept. 2010) Additionally, Khaled Khalifa disclosed two places 
of discovery, both consisting of clusters of grooves and hollowed cupules. 
Since Khaled previously had interpreted these enigmatic rock carvings as 
prehistoric maps, it was my intention to find out whether or not these 
installations would qualify for desert altars or libation devices. For that 
purpose I had brought with me a syringe. Hence, water could be carefully 
discharged into such cupules. If the liquid would flow along a groove 
connected with the cupule, the function of the carving as a libation device 
could be confirmed. For such a check we first headed for the Wadi Talh 
tumulus. 
 
6.111 The Wadi Talh tumulus (WTT) 
An article about the Wadi Talh tumulus (figures 59+60) which was discovered 
by Rose-Maria Khalifa in 2002, was published by Flavio Cambieri and Maria 
Emilia Peroschi in 2006. (see F. Cambieri, M. E. Peroschi: Report on a tumulus in the 

Western Desert of Egypt. Sahara 17(2006)pp. 183-185) Therefore this find will not be 
described here in full. However, the following remarks have to be made:  
 

a) Cambieri and Peroschi´s statement that “…no such structures have ever 
been found in the Western Desert of Egypt..” (Ibidem, p. 183)  is not correct 
as I came across a similar tumulus erected at a remote place north of 
Dakhla (figure 85) more than two decades ago when I was trekking with 
my camels. 

 

b) Although Cambieri and Peroschi made two visits to WTT, they apparently 
did not notice several sacrificial or libation devices (figures 62-66) carved 
into the arenite bedrock about 120m south of the site or, perhaps they 
did not comprehend the meaning of these sacral installations. They also 
make no mention of the peculiarities of the footprints or sandal imprints 
(figures 63a-66+74-81) “…of different styles and sizes…” (Ibidem, p. 185) 
associated with the sacrificial installations (SLD-SI) (The Sandal imprints and 

libation devices were discovered by Khaled Khalifa.) Hence, until our visit nobody 
had viewed SLD-SI as an ancient sacred domain linked to WTT. 

 

c.) Cambieri and Peroschi assume that WTT is a funeral tumulus (Ibidem, p. 

185) and do not discuss whether certain eye-catching features of this 
structure could be related to mortuary beliefs or to mythical-religious 
concepts underlying the design of the tumulus such as:  



(a) “…the elliptical ring of vertical stones surrounding the monument “… 
with the main axis running approximately in a north-south direction 
(NNW-3400)…” (Ibidem, p. 185)  

(b) the “…sandstone slab set into its summit…(which) has a north-south 
orientation…” (Ibidem, p. 185 et seq.) 

(c) the straight corridor “…(approx. 300x25 cm)  “ protruding east-northeast 
“…(ENE-750)…and ending with two knocked down cuspidal stones of 
different height.” (Ibidem, p. 185)  

(d) the “…scattered remains of a curved line of stones … arching out from 
the north-western side of the elliptical ring …” (Ibidem) towards the 
north-northeast (150)  

 

It seems reasonable to me to interpret the elliptical ring of vertical stones as 
a representation of the horizon or as a barrier secluding the burial place 
from the profane. As known from ancient Egypt, “… pyramid and mortuary 
temple… were surrounded by a huge enclosure wall.” (M. Verner: Pyramid. in: 

The Oxford Encyclopaedia of ancient Egypt. D. B. Redford (eds.), vol. 3, Cairo 2001, p. 89) If 
WTT is a Neolithic period stone construction it could be an unusual form of a 
residence of the dead. This shape would have emerged from primitive graves 
“…capped by a mound of earth,…sand…” (Ibidem, p. 87) or stones. In the early 
dynastic cemeteries at Abydos, such mounds symbolized “…the primeval hill 
that emerged from the waters during the creation of the world… on which life 
arouse.” (Ibidem) So, could it be that, similar to the ancient Egyptian beliefs, 
WTT was, in addition to a final resting place, also considered as a place of 
creation, resurrection/rebirth and eternal life? If I have deciphered the 
messages encoded in the stone at Wadi Talh correctly, WTT was not just a 
remarkable grave “…placed in a very scenic area…characterized by an 
intricate maze of wadis…” (F. Cambieri, M. E. Peroschi. op. cit., p. 183) but instead, 
we find here a complex tomb installation with a clearly defined interface 
between this world and the hereafter. The construction was set up on an 
elevated stage i.e., on top of a stretch of flat bedrock (a saddle between the main 

plateau and a protruding hill) rising circa 5-8 m from the wadi floor. (see Google 

image shown in figure 61) Presumably, there are mythical-religious reasons for 
the selection of the site as it offers an unimpeded view towards sunrise and 
sunset and the saddle may have served as an east-west dividing line between 
the major phases of the solar circle that represented rebirth and death and 
the site may have been intended for continuous(?) rituals and invocations. 
(Note that such an interpretation implies the existence of a belief system based on the 
assumption that a spiritual regime of the cosmos is ruling the world of things and 
influences the affairs of humankind.) 

 

Sidenote 6: Cambieri and Peroschi briefly compare WTT with Saharan “platform tumuli” 
and “keyhole tumuli” but do not delve into the subject of the monuments´ 
meaning. (F. Cambieri, M. E. Peroschi: op. cit., p. 185) 

 



 
figure 59: General view of the Wadi Talh tumulus site viewed from the north. From “…the monument, built on a 
saddle connecting the main plateau with a rocky hill…” (Ibidem, p. 183) one has an almost unobstructed view to 

the east and to the west. 
 
 
 
 

  
figure 60: The author next to WTT viewed from the east-southeast. (Courtesy of Dr. Gerlinde Piepenhagen) 

figure 61: Google image of WTT and SLD-SI. Both sites (see black arrow indicating their approximate location) are 
placed on a saddle connecting a promontory of the main plateau in the north with a protruding hill in the south. 

Note that the cleft which divides the saddle into a northern and a southern section is oriented circa 2300/500. 
 

There are striking orientations of the stone alignments (b) – (d); most notably 
the corridor (c) which extends from the eastern side of the elliptical ring (a) 
and opens towards the same direction. Is this a pathway for the journey of 
the soul of the deceased towards the rising sun symbolizing rebirth? Is this a 
kind of causeway extending beyond the horizon indicated by the ellipsis (a), 
transcending the margins of the world and leading upwards (as indicated by the 

two cuspidal stones at the corridor’s end), from death to a renewed life? (For 
comparison, in ancient Egypt covered causeways led from a valley temple in the east to a 
mortuary temple/pyramid in the west. They were not always built in straight line. See M. 

Verner: Die Pyramiden. Reinbek 1998, pp. 212 et seq.) If we compare the Foggini-Mestekawi 
cave located only 66.3 kilometres almost due south to WTT and if we focus 
on the “swimmers” depicted in this cave i.e., deceased which in vast majority 
are shown floating towards the east (see chapter 7.1), one could conclude that, 
due to the lack of rock faces suitable for depicting such enigmatic figures at 
WTT, the only way to express an eastward movement of the soul at this site 
was to employ structural components of the tomb i.e., corridor (c). 



Regrettably, with the exception of SLD-SI-5 (see below), no other clues 
indicating an eastward movement of an assumed swimmer are in evidence at 
the WTT tumulus itself. Hence, we have to wait until archaeological 
investigations reveal further details from inside the monument. It should be 
noted however that, at a spot about 180 kilometres south of WTT, which we 
had visited in winter 2009/10, there is a burial previously discovered by 
Khaled Khalifa which contains male remains dated to BP 5,246 +/- 27 (cal BC 

4,230-3,875). The skeleton was found reclining on its right side with legs flexed 
and arms bent so that the hands lay in front of the face. The head lays at the 
grave’s southern end whilst the face looked east. Does such an alignment 
suggest hope, confidence or joyful anticipation of rebirth? In any case, the 
orientation of the head aligns well with the orientation of corridor (c). 
 

There is yet another conspicuous orientation at WTT representing a „frozen 
movement“ towards the north. Symbolically speaking, this orientation 
(presumably based on astronomically oriented star concepts and a belief in the spiritual 

regime of the cosmos) hints at the realms of eternal life towards which the 
deceased was believed to strive i.e., his urge to unite with the Imperishable 
Ones, the circumpolar stars that never dip below the horizon. Obviously, this 
well known ancient Egyptian concept (see M. Verner: Die Pyramiden. op. cit., pp. 

54+64) manifests itself far away from the Nile valley, in the Wadi Talh 
Neolithic where a longing for eternity seems to have been reflected in the 
structural details seen in features (b) and (d) and also in (a); if we view the 
said ellipse as a deliberately stretched circle oriented roughly north to south 
that, together with the slightly elliptical shape of the tumulus (see F. Cambieri, 

M. E. Peroschi: op. cit., p. 183), results in a north/south elliptical ground plan of 
the tomb installation or cenotaph as a whole (A cenotaph is a monument erected in 

honour of an individual or a group buried elsewhere). The ratio of 4 to 1 (Four of the 
site’s structural details are oriented northwards, whilst only one is oriented eastwards.) 
could emphasize the extreme importance of the north (and also the co-existence 

of stellar and solar cults) i.e., the realms of immortality as the final goal of the 
deceased. 
 

Sidenote 7: It seems that, in ancient Egypt “…earlier astronomically oriented star concepts 
were gradually being modified by the incorporation of ideas centred around the 
sun.” (J. Malek: The Old Kingdom. In: The Oxford history of ancient Egypt. I. Shaw (ed.). Oxford 

2000, p. 87) The predominance of alignments towards the north at WTT (ratio 
“north (4) versus east (1)”) could indicate that, independent from the later 
developments in the Nile valley, in Wadi Talh, at the time of the erection of 
WTT, the process of shifting from the north to the east was still in its very early 
phase. But it also could be that, in the Neolithic cultures of Gilf Kebir, an 
Egyptian type of formalization of religious concepts was not an issue thus, 
allowing for “fluid forms” of representation of mortuary beliefs. Hence, the ratio 
mentioned above could be merely coincidental.  

 

Sidenote 8: What has been discussed above may sound far-fetched. The conclusion that a 
few conspicuous alignments at WTT, qualify it as a sacred place whose design is 
governed by stellar and solar myths which, at the end of the Neolithic Wet 
Phase, spread to the Nile valley, seems like a daring idea. However, I found 
strong pictorial evidence for such a cultural-religious diffusion. Readers are 
referred to Pantheon-part one and two on this website, where proofs in this 
regard have already been elaborated.  

 

WTT is not an inscrutable stone construction but a manifestation of an idea. 
Also it is not an isolated monument but rather a component of a sacred 



domain devoted to rituals and extending all the way to SLD-SI. (details of SLD-SI are 

shown in figures 62-66+71-81) This sacred district consisting of an area of flat 
bedrock some 5-8 m above the wadi floor, is cut in a straight line by a cleft 
that extends from the northeast (circa 500) to the southwest (circa 2300) (figure 

61) Presumably, the passage formed by this cleft had been used as a 
shortcut and this practice may have been associated with the solar run. 
Whilst the majority of the sandal imprints and a few libation devices are 
located on the bedrock south of the cleft, WTT itself was placed on the 
bedrock north of the cleft. 
 

Sidenote 9: More time is needed to study the interplay of light and shadow on the cleft’s 
walls as the sun runs its daily course particularly at the time of the summer solstice. Only 
then can firm conclusions about the cleft’s function be drawn and only then we will know if 
the WTT site had been chosen as a sacred district conductive to the expression of religious 
sentiments and ideas on the afterlife. 
 

“Although the significance of footprints or ´sandal imprints´ is subject to 
many interpretations, they are widely believed to represent an act of 
reverence and respect toward a particularly sacred place.” (F. Cambieri, M. E. 
Peroschi: op. cit., p. 185. For proof of this assertion see figure 6 which shows a footprint 

engraved next to a depiction of the desert god Seth.) Thus ends Cambieri and 
Peroschi´s article, without any attempt to address the implications of the 
above assertion. Why would anyone leave sandal imprints in the vicinity of 
the tumulus? Are these engravings contemporaneous with the monument? 
And, in connection with WTT, what is the meaning of these engravings? Is it 
reasonable to suggest the ancient people of this area had linked WTT and 
SLD-SI? Thanks to the presence of several libation devices (figures 62-66+71-74) 
answers to these questions are at hand.  
 

In chapter 1, figures 7+8 two libation devices from the pharaonic period are 
shown; one, associated with four altars and a sandal imprint, engraved on a 
stone slab found on the summit plateaux of Muhattah Maqfi (figure 7) and the 
other engraved next to a Seth figure. (figure 8) Depictions of these altars and 
of horn altars at the foot of Muhattah Maqfi (see Discovery of the road to Yam 

and Tekhebet (RYT)-part one, figures 140+141) suggest that this religious artwork 
played a role in ceremonies and invocations of the desert god Seth. However, 
more important than these distant libation devices is the discovery of a 
sacrificial altar (WTA, see chapter 6.112) found by Khaled Khalifa in 2003 just a 
few miles from WTT. This altar, most probably dating to the same period as 
WTT and SLD-SI, together with a few sandal imprints and a depiction of an 
aardvark engraving found in its immediate vicinity by Muhamed Khalifa in 
the same year, indicates that SLD-SI is not a singular Wadi Talh 
phenomenon but, as shown by another altar found in the upper regions of 
Wadi Abd el Malik (WAMA-1; see chapter 6.12), that religious practises including a 
mortuary cult were widely spread in the northern Region of the Gilf Kebir 
plateau.  
 

Figures 62-66 show libation devices of varied complexity (SLD-SI-1 - SLD-SI-5). 
SLD-SI-3 consists of two fairly large hollows punched into the bedrock loosely 
associated with footprints that are placed on a nearby flat rock (figure 64. The 
contours of the edges facing each other suggest that, in antiquity, these two pieces of rock 

may have formed a single slab.) and SLD-SI-2 is comprised of a single cupule 
“encircled” by two footprints and two stylised giraffes (figure 63a+b). But SLD-



SI-1, as shown in figure 62, is a libation device worthy of this name with two 
hollows of different depth connected by a short groove. Hence, liquid could 
flow from the shallower cupule (on the right) to the deeper one (on the left). Next 
in the ascending order of complexity and artistry is SLD-SI-4 which displays 
two cupules, one of which is connected with a groove. This fairly long 
meandering libation channel is overlain by a sandal imprint. (figure 65) The 
climax seen in figure 66, is a rectangular piece of flat bedrock bearing a 
complex mythical-religious artwork executed in counter-relief (figure 66) 
consisting of two libation devices placed opposite to each other.  
 

- At the relief’s western corner, two small footprints carved/pecked into 
the bedrock next to a groove and a circular cupule are to be seen. (SLD-

SI-5-a). A ritual liquid poured into the cupule would flow along the 
groove towards the east-southeast (1200) passing by the two footprints. 
The cupule encircled by this groove has been carved with great care. 

- On the eastern corner of the rock slab, another libation device 
consisting of a second circular hole and a groove has been placed but 
with the groove heading towards the southwest (2300). (SLD-SI-5-b). Here 
again, the groove prominently surrounds the hole before detaching 
from it. (Note that the libation channel concerned ends at the edge of the 
rectangular piece of bedrock without a notch. Such a notch exists, for instance, at 
SLD-SI-4 (figure 65). The absence of a proper outlet for the ritual liquid could indicate 
that the edge of the bedrock broke off leaving us in doubt about the final destination 
of this grove. Yet, according to the current state of preservation, the groove’s 
orientation aligns fairly well with the orientation of the cleft cutting through the 
sacral district (see above)). 

 

The conspicuous surround i.e., the grooves encircling the SLD-SI-5-a and 

SLD-SI-5-b cupules, cannot be considered as coincidental. (Usually, libation 

liquids are released via a notch carved into the cupule’s fringe (figures 62+65)) The same is 
true for the east-west alignment of these two cupules and the orientation of 
the libation channels attached to them.  
 

  
figure 62: SLD-SI-1. Libation device consisting of a shallow hollow connected by a groove with a deeper hole. 

(Courtesy of Dr. Gerlinde Piepenhagen) Image shown is color enhanced. 
figure 63a: SLD-SI-2. A simple libation device consisting of a carved, round hollow encircled by two stylised giraffes 

and two sandal imprints. (Courtesy of Kurt Paulig) Image shown is color enhanced. 
 



 
figure 63b: Close-up of the libation device shown in figure 63a enlarging the two giraffes. 

 

 
figure 64: SLD-SI-3. A simple libation device consisting of two circular holes next to which two sandal imprints are 
engraved. The contours of the edges facing each other suggest that the two stone slabs once formed a single slab. 

(Courtesy of Kurt Paulig) Image shown is color enhanced. 
 



 
figure 65: SLD-SI-4. A libation device consisting of two circular holes one of which is connected with a groove that 

is superimposed by a foot imprint. (Courtesy of Dr. Gerlinde Piepenhagen) Image shown is color enhanced. 
 

 
figure 66: SLD-SI-5. Complex libation device consisting of two crude footprints, two circular holes engraved into 

the bedrock and two grooves. Strikingly, each of these grooves encircles one of the holes. In my opinion, this unique 
and highly symbolic counter-relief represents (a) the rising sun placed on the upper right (i.e., approx. the eastern 
corner of the relief) and (b) the setting sun placed on the relief’s lower left (western) corner. Note that the direction 
of the groove connected with (b) next to which the two footprints are engraved, heads towards the east-southeast 
i.e., towards the rising sun, whilst the groove connected with (a) heads towards the south-southwest i.e., aligning 
with the cleft that cuts through the sacral district. Hence, ritual liquid that would have been poured into the hole 
representing the setting sun (b) would flow towards the rising sun (a). Such a flow of liquid would represent the 
urge for rebirth. The meaning of the flow of ritual liquid running from the rising sun (a) beyond the limits of the 

counter-relief towards the south-southwest remains unclear. (Courtesy of Kurt Paulig) Image shown is color 
enhanced. 

 

Sidenote 10: Admittedly, I had not understood the full meaning of this complex artwork 
until the preparation of this report. This was due to the inevitable distraction 
caused by the group of twelve persons present when we visited the site which 



also caused me to forget to take compass readings. Fortunately, this negligence 
was fixed as follows: The SLD-SI-5 libation tests whose results are shown in 
figure 74 and also in a short documentary (click SLD-SI-5 test), were performed 
on 7th December at 10,55 AM. Additional photographs taken on this occasion 
and supplied by Dr. Gerlinde Piepenhagen and Kurt Paulig supported a 
thorough study of shadow casts and helped to determine a midday longitude. 
Based thereon, a north-south perpendicular and subsequently, the east-west 
axis of the counter-relief could be established. Although such a procedure does 
not yield results that are exact by the degree, it nevertheless revealed that the 
two SLD-SI-5 cupules are fairly well placed within the confines of a narrow east-
west corridor.  

 

What conclusions can be drawn from the arrangement of these carvings? 
Although, at present, the meaning of the two small & shallow satellite 
cupules (Are they representations of the full moon or of a star?) punched into the 
bedrock close to the large SLD-SI-5a+b cupules (see figures 66+74) remains 
obscure, the following can be said: 
  

- Those sections of the grooves that are conspicuously carved around the two 
cupules, are reminiscent of features that are also noticeable on early 
dynastic ceremonial palettes e.g., the Narmer Palette (figure 67) and the 
Oxford Palette (figure 68) which, in the centre of the palettes, display round 
grinding troughs (according to Westendorf, representative of the solar disk. See 

Pantheon-part two.) encircled by the necks of serpopards or, as in the case of the 
Circular Palette, the round rim of the palette itself is formed by two 
serpents. (figure 69)  

- With regard to the central axis of the counter-relief, the fact that the two 
large cupules are oriented east-west of each other (which is reminiscent of the 

decoration on a White Cross Line platter of the Naqada I period (figure 70)) indisputably 
reveals solar concepts which, presumably, symbolise the hopes and wishes 
of the Neolithic people that dwelt in this valley. Constantly reminded of 
their harsh(?) and fragile existence and stricken by the human dilemma of 
life and death, these people seem to have expressed their worldview and 
their ideas about the afterlife in the SLD-SI-5 artwork and also in the design 
of the tumulus. Thus, at SLD-SI-5, the two circular hollows, each being 
enclosed by groves, represented the discs of the rising and setting sun and 
as such, it should come as no surprise that, when at some time during the 
year, the red disc of the setting sun and the two cupules of the engravings 
were “in conjunction”, i.e., positioned in a straight line, this alignment 
would either indicate a day of mythical-religious importance, or the time of 
death of the individual supposed to be buried at WTT. (This conjunction would 
happen biannually. Hence, additional clues hidden in the artwork itself for defining the 
“right date”, such as the moon’s position and other lunar phenomena as evidenced by the 
two small SLD-SI-5 cupules, or orientating one of the libation channels towards 2300, may 
lie exposed to those who can read them like an open book written in a dead language.)  

 

“The assumption that solar concepts already held a prominent place … (in 

Neolithic art) need not be a matter of surprise. The rejoicing on the occasion of 
daybreak (birth or renewal of life) and the dread of the night. (expiration and death) 
were … deeply embedded in the… body of thought since time immemorial….” 
(D. Huyge: Cosmology, ideology and personal religious practice in ancient Egyptian rock art. 

in: R. Friedman: Egypt and Nubia. Gifts of the desert. London 2002, p. 203) Hence, the 
representation of the major phases of the daily solar cycle indicated by the 
two libation cupules at SLD-SI-5, must have been of considerable importance 



in religious ceremonies. By filling these hollows with a liquid during 
intercessions and invocations, the “lighting of the rising (or the setting) sun” 
could, whenever needed, be symbolically activated (see figures 72-74 and SLD-SI-

5 test) whilst simultaneously, e.g., the “awakening of the morning sun”, the 
renewal of life, was turned into a palpable fact for believers. It was indeed 
startling for us to watch the test liquid, first and foremost, wetting the 
cupule’s rim and also the groove encircling it, before flowing at a very slow 
pace along the groove that is connected with the cupule in such a 
conspicuous way. Most certainly, the flow velocity would be reduced if blood 
is used as ritual liquid. At any rate, at SLD-SI-5, a pouring of libations allows 
plenty of time for prayers and invocations.  
 

Regarding the orientation of the two libation channels, their symbolic 
activation e.g., the flow of ritual liquid from the western circular cupule 
towards the east-southeast, could have symbolized a floating of the deceased 
(possibly, the two crude sandal imprints also represent the dead person) or his soul 
towards the realms of rebirth. The flow of liquid in the almost opposite 
direction, i.e., from the cupule at the eastern corner of the libation device to 
the southwest, parallel to the orientation of the cleft, cannot properly be 
explained at present. 
 

   
figure 67: Narmer Palette (fragment). Serpopards and solar disc. (From W. Westendorf: op. cit., p. 213, fig. 8) 

Photographed from a black & white image. 
figure 68: Oxford Palette. Sepopards and solar disc. (Ibidem, p. 211, fig. 6) Photographed from a black & white 

image. 
figure 69: Two serpents forming the rim of the Circular Palette (Ibidem, p. 216, fig. 11) Photographed from a black 

& white image. 
 

 
figure 70: Solar symbolism on a White Cross Line platter (from D. Huyge: op. cit. p. 202 who cites the image from 
W. Westendorf: Altägyptische Darstellungen des Sonnenlaufes auf der abschüssigen Himmelsbahn. Münchener 

Ägyptologische Studien 10. Berlin 1966, fig 27) Photographed from a black & white image. 
 



The tentative findings at this ground-level Neolithic altar, qualify SLD-SI-5 as 
a remarkable and impressive artwork, at the same time, conveying a 
sophisticated parable of life after death. Its underlying conceptual ideas 
attest to a cosmological symbolism that, spreading to the Nile valley, had 
persisted at least over six thousand years. By providing a comprehensive 
concept for intercessions during which an individual may have become part 
of standardized procedures and a program referring to after life existence 
and rebirth and linked to the immutable rhythm of sunrise and sunset, this 
parable, hewn in stone, by far exceeds the fragmentary cosmological 
symbolism seen at other Gilf Kebir ceremonial sites. Contrary to Huyge, SLD-

SI-5 and other religious installations found at Wadi Sura and also in the 
northern section of the Gilf Kebir are considered here as religious hardware 
of a very early period. This hardware played an important role in the rituals 
of a small group of people who, presumably, were guided by liturgies that 
religious specialists from their ranks had created over the centuries. (see D. 
Huyge: op. cit., p. 203)   
 

How could the time span be narrowed down during which funeral rites and 
related ceremonies at SLD-SI and WTT took place? Even though, to the 
untrained eye, the libation devices found at SLD-SI are nothing more than 
silent witnesses of a culture that, long ago lost its narrators, fairly precise 
information can be procured from at least one of these miniature cult places. 
As indicated by the engravings of two giraffes (SLD-SI-2; figures 63a+b) the 
installations probably date to the Hunter Gatherer Period (circa 6,000-4,400 BC) 
and not to the later Cattle Herder Period (circa 4,400-3,500 BC). (see Wadi Sura 

datings) At SLD-SI-2, depictions of cattle are absent. Furthermore, one of the 
giraffes is shown in an unusual body posture i.e., the beast’s head is turned 
backwards whilst a conspecific with a lowered neck/head is approaching it 
from the front. This configuration may have been chosen because it complies 
with the intention to encircle the libation cupule, but the arrangement could 
also be an artistic expression related to a hunter’s cult and/or to death and 
associated funeral rites (For comparison see Results of Winter 2003/2004 Expedition, 

Field temple, circle of three addax antelopes and steatite disc of King Den) At any rate, 
the desire to encircle the cupule with a man’s sandal imprints and also with 
primitive (i.e., old?) representations of giraffes indicates contemporaneity 
between the SLD-SI-2 engravings and the libation hollow concerned. Hence, 
as there is no reason to presume that the giraffes had been engraved onto 
the virgin bedrock i.e., long before the first ceremonies took place on the 
elevated ground connecting the main plateau with a protruding hill, the 
entire SLD-SI cult place has to be assigned to the Hunter Gatherer Era. 
 

A last word on the libation tests whose results are presented in figures 73+74 

and in SLD-SI-5 test. (Due to my excitement after the outcome of the SLD-SI-5 test (figure 

74), I forgot to check SLD-SI-4 (figure 65)). The tests suggest that the enigmatic 
installations are indeed libation devices. The reasons why, in figure 74, the 
water did not flow to the very end of the grooves are manifold. The partly 
malfunctioning could have been caused by erosion, seismic ground motions, 
undercutting and washouts i.e., by age-related natural wear and tear, and 
also by tourists carelessly stepping on the altar. Most probably, these 
installations are between 8,000 and 6,400 years old. Therefore it is 



surprising that they, after thousands of years of exposure to the destructive 
forces of nature, functioned at all.  
 

  
figure 71: SLD-SI-5. “Enlightening” the western sun disc. I had brought with me a 20cc syringe for carrying out 
libation tests. If, after carefully dripping water into a cupule, the rising “ritual liquid” would flow along the groove 

connected with the cupule, the test would confirm the function of these rock carvings as a libation devices. Finally, 
the moment had come to perform such a test. (Courtesy of Kurt Paulig) Image shown is color enhanced. 

figure 72: The author starting the libation test. Scene photographed from the east. Note that the two large SLD-SI-
5 cupules are fairly well aligned with the presumed east-west axis of the artwork depicted as a black arrow line. 

(Courtesy of Dr. Gerlinde Piepenhagen) Image shown is color enhanced. 
 

 
figure 73: SLD-SI-1. The flow of water from the lower shallow hole (upper left) to the deeper hole (lower right) 

proves that this libation device is still functioning after thousands of years. A similar libation device was found in 
Karkur Talh, Gebel Uweinat (see figures 138-140) Image shown is color enhanced. 

 



 
figure 74: SLD-SI-5. The soul’s path towards rebirth and eternity. Probably due to age-related wear and tear this 

complex libation device does not any more function perfectly. However, in principle, the test confirms my 
assumptions as outlined in the text. Image shown is color enhanced. 

 

My findings presented above provide sufficient evidence for establishing links 
between the religious practises connected with sacred places (SLD-SI-1 - SLD-

SI-5), tombs and foot and sandal imprints. Notwithstanding the fact that 
most of these imprints are engraved on the bedrock next to the libation 
devices south of the cleft i.e., at considerable distance from WTT, a few 
sandal imprints also occur on the stretch of flat bedrock north of the cleft 
i.e., much closer to the tumulus. This remarkable distribution of the 
engravings is probably the result of the awe and reverence of those who 
visited WTT in post-funeral gatherings. Hence, whenever religious leaders, 
tribesmen, kinsmen and dependents returned to WTT to commemorate the 
deceased, to make sacrificial offerings, to perform their cult of the dead and, 
probably, to share a communal meal, most of them may have kept a good 
and proper distance from the tumulus. As proof of their attendance(?) some 
of them left their sandal imprint behind. In any case, the cosmological 
concepts underlying the WTT construction are partly repeated at SLD-SI-5. 
Could, SLD-SI-5 therefore be viewed as being complementary to the 
tumulus? 
 

Sidenote 11: Like in ancient Egypt, central to the cult of the dead next to offerings, were 
probably funeral meals and recurring post-funeral gatherings, which enabled 
Neolithic tribesmen and women to cultivate the relationship between the 
living and the deceased members of their group. (see M. Verner: Die Pyramiden. Op. 
cit., pp. 49, 56)  

 

Finally, let us cast a glance at a few sandal imprints engraved at SLD-SI. 
(figures 63a-66+75-82). A few details, which provide some additional 
information, are worth mentioning. 

a.) As already noted, the fact that depictions of giraffes occur in association with 
two footprints and a libation cupule (figures 63a+b) enables us to assign WTT 
and SLD-SI to the Hunter Gatherer Period.  



b.) That the sandal imprints shown in figure 75 are indicating an 
individual’s recurrent visit to the sacral district cannot be completely 
ruled out. These two imprints are superimposed in parallel 
arrangement onto each other whilst in figure 70 such a 
superimposition occurs crossways thus, possibly referring to two 
sandals or feet belonging to a single person. (See however a contradicting 

interpretation in caption to figure 84.). 
c.) Two differently sized sandal imprints shown in figures 64+76 may 

point to the presence of two individuals of different age, sex and size 
i.e., a man and a woman with his/her child, a husband with his wife 
etc. 

d.) As evidenced by figures 76-82, many of the sandal imprints feature 
noticeable details. Inner shoes(?), inner soles(?) or reinforcements of the 
toe areas or the heel sections(?) (figures 76+79-81), sandal-straps (figures 

78+79) and enigmatic back lengthenings (figures 64+76) are clearly 
shown. Most of these features are reoccurring at other Wadi Talh sites.  

e.)  SLD-SI and WTT are ceremonial monuments created by members of 
an illiterate society. A close examination of a sandal imprint shown in 
figure 79 reveals a curious S-sign placed near the reinforcement of the 
heel section. (for a close-up see figure 80). Is this a “written” character i.e., 
a proto-hieroglyph? Is it a mark of ownership (Arabic: wasm)? Until 
further evidence has been procured these questions have to be left 
unanswered. Note however that, in the outskirts of Dakhla oasis, there 
are foot and sandal engravings dating to the Pharaonic and the Greco-
Roman periods that have either names (figure 84) or symbols (figures 

82+83) engraved inside them. Note also that, figures 82+83 are 
documenting an extremely rare case of an irrigated field engraved onto 
a foot imprint suggesting that this pictogram was meant to signify an 
illiterate oasis peasant. We will perhaps never find out who was the 
bearer of the enigmatic S-name. 

 

  
figure 75: Superimposed sandal imprints in parallel arrangement possibly indicating an individual’s repeated visit 

to SLD-SI. Image shown is color enhanced. 
figure 76: Two differently sized sandal imprints presumably pointing to the presence of two individuals of different 

age, sex and size. (Courtesy of Kurt Paulig) Image shown is color enhanced. 
 



  
figures 77+78: Two sandal imprints with straps. (figure 77 by courtesy of Kurt Paulig) Images shown are color 

enhanced. 
 

   
figure 79: A superimposition of sandal imprints at right angle possibly referring to two sandals or feet of a single 

person. Image shown is color enhanced. 
figure 80: Close-up of figure 79 possibly showing a S-proto hieroglyph. Image shown is color enhanced. 

figure 81: Two sandal imprints of different size showing reinforcements of the toe and heel sections and also an 
enigmatic back lengthening. Image shown is color enhanced. 

 

  
figure 82:Ancient foot and sandal imprints found by the author south of Dakhla. Image shown is color enhanced. 

figure 83: Detail of figure 82 showing an extremely rare case of an irrigated field engraved into a foot imprint 
possibly suggesting that this pictogram signified an illiterate oasis peasant. 

 

 
figure 84: Two sandal-imprints dating to the Greco-Roman period inscribed with two different names indicating 

that a single sandal imprint was considered sufficient to represent an individual. Image shown is color enhanced. 
 



Any attempts at interpreting prehistoric artefacts as those presented in this 
chapter, are bound to bear some flaws and it is not absolutely certain if the 
S-shape shown in figures 79+80 is manmade, or whether it is a natural form 
on the rock´s surface. What is however indisputable is that cosmological 
concepts underlie the design of WTT, and that the water which I trickled into 
the carved hollows shown in figure 74 did indeed moisten first the section of 
the grooves that encircle the cupules. Only then the liquid slowly continued 
to flow for some way along the grooves´ sections which extend from these 
hollows along the bedrock (click documentary: SLD-SI-5 test) hence, allowing 
sufficient time for invocations and other religious rituals.  
 

These results allow us to interpret WTT and SLD-SI as sacred installations 
that, in a comparatively crude and rudimentary form, anticipated Egyptian 
concepts of eternity, afterlife, rebirth and the cult of the dead by at least 
2,000 years. As indicated by an ancient tumulus(?) or cenotaph(?) discovered 
by the author on the limestone plateau north of Dakhla (figure 85), the design 
of the WTT memorial was copied at least once. Is this a further proof that 
specific religious ideas and mortuary practises spread from the far west 
towards the Nile valley? Only an archaeological investigation of the Dakhla 
tumulus will provide answers to this question. At any rate, the evidence 
presented in this chapter shows that, during the Hunter Gatherer Period, far 
away from the Nile valley, unsuspected clusters of spiritualization and 
religiousness had existed.  
 

 
figure 85: Ancient tumulus or cenotaph discovered by the author on the limestone plateau north of Dakhla more 

than two decades ago. In an attempt to probe its interior by unknown persons, the object has been severely 
damaged. The distance between WTT and this monument amounts to approximately 400 kilometres. 

 
6.112 Another altar in Wadi Talh (WTA) 
In 2003, Muhamed Khalifa discovered an inconspicuous rock art panel 
containing two mysterious animal engravings. (WTA-1; figure 86) Located about 
eight kilometres from WTT, this artwork is placed on a vertical rock face, at 
the northern end of a tongue of land that extends from the main plateau of 
the Gilf Kebir which, in this region, is much dissected. The promontory is 
oriented towards the northeast. A year later, this discovery was 
complemented when, at the very north-eastern end of the said promontory, 
at ground level, circa 20 metres east of WTA-1, Khaled Khalifa came across a 
large flat-topped boulder on whose upper surface he noticed long grooves 
and also a few cupules. (WTA-2, figures 88+89) This boulder measures circa 
1,20 metres in height and circa 3 metres in length. Its longitudinal axis is 
oriented 3000/1200. The northern (left) end of WTA-2 is slightly lower than its 



southern (right) end, and most of the grooves are clearly aligned with the 
rock’s longitudinal axis, though a few are also radiating from a cupule 
carved into the rock at the southern end of the boulder. Thus, during 
libations ritual liquid, for the greater part, would flow from south to north.  
 

Roughly six metres above WTA-2 Khaled found a number of sandal imprints 
engraved into the bedrock. (WTA-3, figure 87) 
 

  
figure 86: WTA-1. Two aardvarks heading towards 3150. With the exception of these two beasts WTA is void of 

animal figures. Image shown is color enhanced. 
figure 87: WTA-3. An example of a pair of sandal imprints with inner shoes(?), inner soles(?) or reinforcements of 
the toe areas and the heel sections(?). Similar characteristics of sandal imprints were found at WTT (see figures 

75+76, 79-81). Image shown is color enhanced. 
 

 
figure 88: WTA-2. A boulder containing a libation device. Top view image photographed from a vantage point near 

the sandal imprints (WTA-3). (Courtesy of Kurt Paulig) Image shown is color enhanced. 

 



  
figure 89: WTA-2. Detail of the southern end of the sacrificial altar showing a cupule from which several grooves 

extend into different directions. 
 

There was not enough time to thoroughly investigate this important site. To 
my dismay, not even a “libation test” could be carried out. Despite these 
constraints I managed to ascertain that  

- the enigmatic beasts in question are representations of aardvarks 
- the larger of the aardvarks measures 41 cm in length  
- the aardvark panel is facing north-northeast (400)  
- shown in a slightly upwards movement, both aardvarks are heading 

towards the northwest (3150) hence, aligning fairly well with the flow of 
ritual liquid at WTA-2 (towards 3000) during libations. This direction of 
flow and the aardvarks´ orientation against the solar run strongly 
suggest a hidden cosmological symbolism which gives rise to the 
assumption that, at WTA, a mortuary cult was performed.  

- the beasts´ orientation is exactly the same as the orientation of the two 
Barque Site 1 aardvarks (see Pantheon-part two, chapter 5.345.331.223)  

 

Furthermore, due east and less than a kilometer afar from WTA-2, I noticed a 
gap cutting down from the heights of the foothills of the dissected plateau to 
the bottom of Wadi Talh. Hence, WTA-2 may have been selected for religious 
performances because, on certain days during the year, at sun rise, the first 
rays of the sun would pass through the said gap illuminating the holy 
precinct i.e., the sacrificial altar, just before the sun would shine on the 
entire surface of the wadi bed. At any rate, the sandal imprints placed on the 
cliff above the altar seem to indicate recurrent visits to the ceremonial site, 
and therefore we may assume that people gathered at WTA-2 in order to 
perform religious rituals centered around offerings and libations. This 
assessment is supported by the presence of the two aardvarks i.e., nocturnal 
“animals of the underworld” placed to the west of the altar whilst, 
presumably, the said sandal imprints (placed east of the aardvarks) are marking 
a lookout from which one can observe the moment of sunrise that, otherwise 
would have been obscured by trees. In Pantheon-part two mythological 



connotations have been assigned to aardvarks (To avoid repetitions readers are 

referred to Pantheon-part two, chapter 5.345.331.223.), and it is quite startling that, at 
WTA, for the first time, these enigmatic beasts are shown in association with 
a libation device. In my view, this association alone is sufficient proof of links 
between WTA-2 and religious practices related to unknown solar, stellar and 
mortuary cults.  
 

WTA yields no definite information regarding the era during which the 
presumed cults were practiced. However, similarities in sandal styles suggest 
that WTA dates to the same period as WTT + SLD-SI. Moreover, this 
accordance could also indicate that, in the distant past, small groups of 
religious specialists and their followers performed processions or 
“pilgrimages”. In the course of such wanderings these groups may have 
visited WTA and WTT. Apparently, the movements were not confined to the 
upper reaches of Wadi Talh but extended to other parts of the valley and also 
to Wadi Abd el Malik. (Note that the assumed processions could have been annual 
movements of hunters and their kinsmen who, following the migration routes of wild game, 
simultaneously exploited the region’s grazing grounds for their goats, sheep and, perhaps, 
cattle.)  
 
6.12 A sacrificial altar in Wadi Abd el Malik (WAMA-1) 
In the upper reaches of Wadi Abd el Malik (WAM), roughly half way between 
WTT and the Foggini-Mestekawi Cave (WG21), there is yet another libation 
device or sacrificial altar (WAMA-1). Whilst we were photographing petroglyphs 
discovered by Khaled Khalifa a few years ago, his brothers Muhamed and 
Ahmed came across the site (figure 90) when searching the area for more rock 
art. Compared with the richly decorated libation device which I had seen at 
Wadi Talh, Gebel Uweinat (chapter 6.2) three weeks before, WAMA-1 is 
embellished with only a few animal figures. (figures 91-93) Seemingly, one of 
these animals partly encircles the only cupule placed on the altar´s top(?) 
surface face. (figure 92) From this cupule a groove extends to a horned 
quadruped depicted on the altar´s opposite end. (figures 91+93)  
 

 
figure 90: WAMA-1. View from the south. The libation device is carved onto the flat stone slab (indicated by a black 

arrow) that lies at the foot of a protruding bedrock formation which rises circa two to three metres from the 
surrounding ground. Both rock faces of this promontory are embellished with severely eroded petroglyphs. There 



was no time for a close examination of this artwork, among which I noticed no representations of domesticated 
cattle. 

 

  
figure 91: WAMA-1. A quadruped partially encircling a libation cupule which is connected with a horned 

quadruped by a groove. Note also the conspicuous arrangement of lines above the cupule possibly representing two 
Winkler Figures. Image shown is color enhanced. 

figure 92: Close-up of figure 91 showing the cupule and the quadruped encircling it. Image shown is color 
enhanced. 

 

   
figure 93: Close-up of the horned quadruped shown in figure 91. Image shown is color enhanced. 
figure 94: Close-up of the two Winkler-Figures(?) facing each other. Image shown is color enhanced. 

 

There is also a severely eroded arrangement of lines carved into the rock 
above the cupule. (figures 91+94) Does this enigmatic pattern represent two 
Winkler Figures facing each other?  
 

Sidenote 12: Although depictions of fat/steatopygeous(?) female figures are not entirely 
unknown in the region of the north-western Gilf Kebir and elsewhere (See for 
instance the female figure at WG42b (figure 95) and the so called “Four Grazes of Erdebe” 
(figure 96) found by Adigei, the guide of R. Fuchs, in north-eastern Ennedi. (P. Fuchs: Weißer 

Fleck im schwarzen Erdteil. Meine Expeditionen nach Ennedi. Stuttgart 1958) it remains 
doubtful whether or not these depictions can be compared at all with Winkler 
Figures.  

 



   
figure 95: WG 42b: A fat/steatopygeous(?) female figure. Image shown is color enhanced. 

figure 96: So called Four Grazes of Erdebe, north-eastern Ennedi. (Courtesy of Hardy Böckli) The artwork was 
brought to the attention of Peter Fuchs by his guide Adigei (see P. Fuchs: op. cit.) Image shown is color enhanced. 

 

The site to which WAMA-1 belongs was devastated by former visitors who 
also changed the original position of the boulder bearing the libation device. 
Grinding stones and grinding plate fragments are scattered all over the place 
and the adjacent wadi bed. Because of these interferences it is difficult to 
reconstruct the exact position of the altar, to carry out a libation test and to 
thoroughly assess its function and meaning. At any rate, WAMA-1 represents 
a very rare case of a libation device decorated with animal figures. In the 
northern part of the Gilf Kebir plateau only SLD-SI-3 bears a similar 
decoration. Another comparable piece of ancient religious hardware, the 
decorated sacrificial altar at WG61, lies 35 kilometres further south in the 
Wadi Sura area. 
 

Supposedly, WAMA-1 was used in the context of a hunter´s cult of prey and 
also in the context of an allegory of death and rebirth. By combining animal 
figures with a libation groove and a cupule, WAMA-1 not only reveals a 
functional similarity with the 6th dynasty libation installation found at 
Muhattah Maqfi (figure 7) where engravings of altars and a sandal imprint are 
added to two petroglyphs representing quadrupeds, but also attests to a 
standardized program of religiously inspired offerings and invocations hewn 
in stone long before the Pharaohs.  
 
6.13 Desert altars in Wadi Sura 
6.131 Altar Cave (WG61) 
In Wadi Sura datings I have dealt with the sacrificial altar at WG61 (WG61-

altar). For reasons of carrying out a libation test this marvellous piece of 
religious hardware is presented here again. (figures 97-109) My discovery was 
published in GEO 9(2010)p. 69 et seq. Included in this GEO article is a 
hypothetical scenario of events that, more than six thousand years ago, may 
have taken place at WG61. The illustration (made, on my advice, by Martin 

Künsting) shows two Neolithic priests performing animal sacrifices. In the 
course of this ritual runlets of blood are depicted as flowing down the altar´s 
libation grooves. But does Martin Künsting´s illustration correspond with 
reality? Before testing the altar´s supposed function, let´s walk around this 
exceptional object. Proceeding that way, the following insights will be gained: 



 

a.) WG61-altar is located at the (east north-eastern) outer edge of the rock 
shelter aligning vertically with the steep face above its entrance. (figures 

97, 98, 104) Hence, WG61-altar could consist of debris that, ages ago, 
had fallen from the WG61 scarp. Contrary to ancient Egyptian 
traditions, these lumps of rock were not brought into the temple i.e., 
the interior of the shelter, after being decorated so as to serve as a 
sacrificial stone placed in a secluded inner sanctuary. Instead, the 
Neolithic priests and their followers, obviously trying to avoid any 
twilight, dusk and darkness, oriented their ceremonies towards the 
light, the sky and the (rising) sun.  

b.) WG61-altar consists of three parts (A, B and C, see figures 98+99, 101+102). 
Compared with A, part B of the altar has a flat top surface face of 
considerable size. (figures 97-99, 101-104) Presumably, this surface was 
used as a ritual slaughter place on which larger animals were killed 
and cut and where a priest collected their blood that, during 
ceremonies, was poured into the libation cupules of part A. But could 
part B of the altar also be regarded as a place where the circumcisions 
of children, ritual extirpations or the killing of enemies had taken 
place? As shown in Pantheon-part one, figure 20 (chieftain with a mace 

smiting an enemy), ritual killings may have been a common practice in 
the Wadi Sura area. However, as current evidence suggests (e.g., tiny 
bone fragments found at the foot of the western end of part B and dated to BP 5169 
+/- 36 (calBC 4,050-3,820) (see Wadi Sura datings ) and the small size of the altar´s 

cupules), for the most part, offering practices at WG61-altar may have 
employed the slaughter of small sized sacrificial animals only.  

c.) At one of their ends only, parts A and B of the altar are endowed with 
a sandstone hook. Whilst the hook decorated with a petroglyph of an 
animal (figures 99, 100, 103) is placed at the rear (southwestern) end of A, 
the hook shown in figures 108+109 which bears an indeterminable 
decoration, is placed at the northeastern end of B. (see figure 98) The 
placement of these hooks and the shape of the inner fracture surfaces 
of A and B (i.e., the sides of A and B facing each other) suggest that, at the 
time when WG61-altar was in use, A and B were parts of a single 
sacrificial stone. It also suggests that, if a large animal was offered, it 
could have been placed on top of the altar alive and tethered to it with 
ropes diagonally fastened at the said hooks before the creature was 
slaughtered in accordance with the religious practices typical of this 
region & period (by bleeding? German: durch Schächten). 

d.) Another part of the altar (C) that, long ago, may have split-off from B, 
lies flat on the ground at the northern foot of the sacrificial stone. 
(figure 102) Carved into its former top surface face are three cupules 
and a libation groove. (figures 102+106)  

 



   
figure 97: WG61-altar, parts A+B as seen from the south. The two boulders are located at the very east north-

eastern end of the floor of the rock shelter aligning vertically with the steep face above its entrance. 
figure 98: WG61-altar, parts A+B as seen from the south. Image shown is color enhanced. 

 

  
figure 99: WG61-altar, parts A+B as seen from the southwest. Note the sandstone hook on the left indicated by a 
groove that surrounds the altar´s tapering end from which items could be suspended or to which animals destined 

for sacrificial offerings may have been tethered. Note also that all animal representations depicted on the front 
(southern) face of A are shown heading towards the rising sun. Image shown is color enhanced. 

figure 100: Detail of the sandstone hook carved into the rear (southwestern) end of A. The hook is decorated with a 
quadruped and may have been used for tethering animals destined for sacrifice. Note that the animal engraving is 
placed on the northern side of hook. Further investigations would have to prove whether or not this engraving is 

oriented according to the solar run. Image shown is color enhanced. 
 

 



figure 101: WG61-altar, parts A+B+C as seen from the north-northeast. From this vantage point the third part (C) 
of the sacrificial altar is visible which, lying flat on the cave´s ground, broke off from B a long time ago (see patina 

on the fracture face). Image shown is color enhanced. 
 

  
figure 102: WG61-altar, parts A, B and C as seen from the north. Note the three cupules carved into the former 

top surface face of C. A straight groove runs from one of these hollows towards the east-northeast. This 
arrangement bears some similarity to the libation device found at Muhattah Maqfi (figure 7). Image shown is color 

enhanced. 
figure 103: WG61-altar, parts A+B as seen from the west. Note the sandstone hook at the rear (southwestern) end 
of A onto whose northern face a representation of an animal has been engraved. Image shown is color enhanced. 

 

 
figure 104: Top view image of WG61-altar, parts A+B as seen from the north showing five libation hollows on the 

top surface face of B and, in addition, four parallel grooves next to the lower left cupule. Image shown is color 
enhanced. 

 

  
figure 105: Detail of figure 104 showing four parallel groves placed next to a cupule. Image shown is color 

enhanced. 
figure 106: Detail of figure 102 showing three cupules and a libation groove. Image shown is color enhanced. 

 



   
figure 107: Another view on WG61-altar, part A as seen from the west. In the foreground i.e., at the rear (western) 
end of A, there is the sandstone hook decorated with an animal figure on its northern face. (for  details see figure 

100) Image shown is color enhanced. 
figure 108: Whilst the sandstone hook shown in figure 107 is placed at the south-western end of A the hook 

shown here is placed at the north-eastern end of B. Image shown is color enhanced. 
 

 
figure 109: Detail of the sandstone hook placed at the north-eastern end of B. Below the hook, on the southern 

side of B, two(?) animal figures are to be seen. The lower one of the beasts is shown heading towards sunrise. Image 
shown is color enhanced. 

 

After several eye-catching features of WG61-altar were brought to the 
reader´s attention, the results of the libation tests which were carried out at 
this sacred stone are now presented. (figures 110-112) (As the test procedures were 
explained at the beginning of this report, in chapter 6.111 and in SLD-SI-5 test, these 
details are not repeated here.)  
 

Because of lack of time, only a few libation cupules could be filled with 
water. However, it is believed that this shortcoming does not undermine the 
validity of the following findings: 

1.) By and large, the water dripped into the cupules did indeed flow along 
the grooves connected with these hollows. 

2.) However, in cases where two libation grooves extend from a single 
hollow, or where a groove forks into two, the surface topography of the 
altar did not always allow the liquid to enter and to flow along both 
channels. (see figure 110) The reason for this malfunctioning(?) could not 
be identified during our stay. Presumably, either wear and tear, 
erosion or minor positional changes caused by the possible break-up 
of the altar into three parts are responsible for this defect. 



3.) Such positional changes could be the reason why, in the course of the 
experiment, animal figures executed in bas relief to which a particular 
groove leads, were not completely wetted with water. (see figure 112) Yet, 
it is also possible that the test liquid itself is responsible for this 
unexpected outcome. (Anticipating that, for mythical-religious reasons, the 
ancient sculptors aimed at a complete wetting of the surfaces concerned, I was quite 

surprised that this was not the case.) Water is less viscous than blood. 
Hence, if we would have used the latter, the test results may have 
been different.  

4.) As shown in figure 110, traverse grooves carved into the lateral surface 
of the altar help to distribute the libation liquid across larger parts of 
the sacrificial stone thus enhancing its blood-stained appearance 
during sacrifices and thereafter.  

 

  
figure 110: WG61-altar part A as seen from the south. Result of the libation test. Image shown is color enhanced. 
figure 111: WG61-altar part B as seen from the east. Result of the libation test. Image shown is color enhanced. 

 

 
figure 112: WG61-altar parts a+b as seen from the east-southeast. Result of the libation test. Image shown is 

color enhanced. 
 

Considering that WG61-altar is at least 5,800 years old, the test yielded 
encouraging results. Presumably, by using a fluid of higher viscosity than 
water e.g., blood, our findings could be improved. At any rate, it is 



remarkable that, after almost six millennia, our brief and incomplete 
experiments confirmed that the decorated boulders at WG61 were used as an 
altar or a libation device bearing mythical-religious connotations. 
 
6.132 A desert altar at WG43 
We arrived at the banana-shaped rock island (figure 113) which comprises 
WG43 (A-C), at around 10pm and stayed there for 45 minutes. The elevation 
contains two sites with engravings. One was reported by Patrick Clayton 
(1931), the other by Laszlo Almasy (1933). Seventy years later, at the 
southwestern side of the island´s eastern end, very faint paintings were 
found by Andras Zboray & party (2003). During our short visit we could 
neither climb the hillock by means of a few ancient foot and handholds 
carved into its vertical northern rock face, nor could we thoroughly 
investigate the site´s rock art which, for the most part, consists of cattle, 
giraffes and a few human figures. (For an overview see A. Zboray: Rock art of the 

Libyan Desert. 2nd edition, Newbury 2009, WG43; A+B) Nevertheless, the main 
purpose of our visit could be fulfilled as we managed to carry out a libation 
test at a boulder decorated with “a series of deep indiscernible geometric 
engravings”. (Ibidem, WG43C, figures 115, 117, 119) This boulder was discovered 
by Gauthier, Negro & party in 1991. However, Gauthier et al. did not venture 
to interpret their find. Thus, the meaning and function of the object 
remained unexplained.  
 

   
figure 113: Google Earth image showing the banana-shaped rock island bearing WG43 (The black arrow indicates 
the position of WG43C.). Note that, until shortly after the discovery, the area south of WG43 and west of the car 

trail was scattered with Neolithic artefacts. 
figure 114: WG43C as seen from the south. The black arrow points to the fallen boulder measuring three metres in 

length and two metres in width which constitutes WG43C-altar. 
 

At first sight, WG43C does not give the impression of an altar. No part of the 
confusing array of geometrical grooves covering the boulder´s workspace i.e., 
its upper surfaces, fuses into a representation of an animal. Furthermore, 
some of the grooves which seem to be executed in straight line are indeed 
slightly curved (figures 122+123 and A. Zboray: op. cit., WG43C) Hence it is unlikely 
that these grooves were used as an ordinary sharpening device for weapons 
or tools. On the other hand, if we view WG43C as a sacred rock, a 
considerable portion of the straight grooves (which are in the majority) could 
have played a role in mythic-religious rituals during which a symbolic 
cleansing or sharpening of hunting weapons such as the stone spearhead 
(partly consisting of iron oxides and manganese) shown in figures 120+124, may 
have taken place. However, more important for qualifying as an altar are the 
following features: (1) There are indeed a few libation cupules which are 
carved into the section of boulder´s surface which slopes towards the hill i.e., 
from the exterior (south) to the interior i.e., northwards (see figures 119, 121, 



123). (2) Some of these hollows are connected with northwards running 
pecked grooves (figure 119) unsuitable for sharpening weapons or tools. (3) 
Similar to WG 61-altar, WG43C is endowed with a sandstone hook at each of 
its long ends. (figures 115-118) Their alignment is 600/2400. Due to the 
boulder´s low height these hooks had to be placed rather low too thus, 
rendering them unsuitable for suspending things. Hence, if they were not 
used for tethering animals destined for sacrifice, the placement of the two 
hooks could indicate that, like the peculiar horns of horn altars, these 
“design features” are lacking any practical value. Hence, the hooks would 
merely echo traditions of distant times i.e., originating in the profane, they 
may have survived as a dominant stylistic component of religiously inspired 
sculpturing in the Wadi Sura area. Likewise, it is also possible that, at the 
time of the creation of the altar, its hooks reflect a then existing common 
tethering practice which, placed in a sacred context, either reduced these 
items to merely decorative elements, or used them as statements referring to 
the metaphysical. (Readers may ask why these considerations are presented here. Since 
it seems that the quite narrow gap between the boulder and the rock (see figures 114, 115, 

117+121) does not allow a large sacrificial animal to be placed and tethered on top of WG43C, 
other hypotheses explaining the function of the hooks have to be taken into account.) (4) 
Apart from the said hooks no other suspension or tethering devices were 
found at the southern side of the rock island. By contrast, on its northern 
side quite a few hooks were cut into the rock at shoulder level or even higher 
indicating that these hooks were used for suspending household items. 
 

   
figure 115: WG43C-altar as seen from the west. This large boulder which constitutes the altar rests on a piece of 

bedrock beyond which a gravel plain framed by an array of hills extends towards the east and southeast. According 
to Khaled Khalifa, on this plain, due south and at fairly close range of WG43C-altar, a large number of grinding 

tools and other Neolithic artefacts were found. Note the sandstone hook placed below the “workspace” of the altar. 
The upper surfaces of the altar are covered with an indiscernible maze of grooves. 

figure 116: Detail of figure 115 showing the sandstone hook at the west-southwestern end of the altar. Image 
shown is color enhanced. 

 



   
figure 117: WG43C-altar as seen from the northeast. Note the sandstone hook at the east-northeastern roof-

shaped end of the workspace into which a cluster of linear grooves are carved. These grooves are oriented 
northeast/southwest. 

figure 118: Detail of figure 117 showing the sandstone hook placed at the east-northeastern end of the altar. 
Image shown is color enhanced. 

 

  
figure 119: Section of WG43C-altar as seen from the north. The photograph which I took after squeezing myself 
into the narrow gap between the hill and the boulder shows a pair of pecked grooves connected to a single cupule 
placed at the top section of the altar (see black arrow). These libation channels are running down the boulder´s 
northern slope, towards 3450. Note the cupule between the two pecked grooves. Its function remains unclear. 

Image shown is color enhanced. 
figure 120: Stone spearhead (verso) seen in the vicinity of WG43. The item which was found associated with a 

grinding plate and a few stone implements, weighs circa 600 grams. Partly consisting of iron oxides and 
manganese, the item is 36 centimetres long and up to 4.7 centimetres wide. Its maximum thickness is 1.7 

centimetres. 
 



   
figure 121: WG43C-altar. Result of the libation test photographed in difficult light conditions. The water which we 
dripped into two of the altar´s cupules fairly well followed the grooves connected with these hollows. Image shown is 

color enhanced. 
figure 122: WG43C-altar. Result of the libation test photographed from the interior of the narrow gap between the 

hill and the boulder. Image shown is color enhanced. 
 

  
figures 123: WG43C-altar. Result of the libation test photographed from the interior of the narrow gap between the 

hill and the boulder. The black arrow points to the circular hollow which, at the time of our experiment, was 
exposed to the sun. Into this hollow I dripped the test liquid. As already indicated in figures 121+122, not all 

grooves placed next to a libation channel are wetted by water. Image shown is color enhanced. 
figure 124: Stone spearhead (recto) found in the vicinity of WG43. 

 

Sidenote 13: As indicated by pictorial evidence found at WG 73A-C that reflects a clear 
separation between the profane and the sacred, socially predetermined dividing 
lines between these two spheres may have existed not only at WG43, but 
throughout the Wadi Sura area. Figure 125 shows a rock shelter (WG73B, marked 

by a black arrow) situated slightly above the foot of the eastern slope of WG73. This 
shelter is oriented towards 500. It is decorated with a few badly eroded 
paintings representing three cattle and also a female figure, most probably 
shown grinding some indeterminable matter on a grinding plate. (figure 126) In 
addition to these depictions, two faint giraffe petroglyphs are to be seen on 
boulders located at the shelter´s entrance. (see A. Zboray: op. cit., WG43B) Thus, 
from the presence of a single piece of rock art depicting a grinding activity 
normally associated with a homestead scene (figure 126), a motif that, 
according to the shelter´s present state of preservation, is disconnected from 
the surrounding imagery, we may conclude that, around 5,700-5,200 calBC (see 

Wadi Sura datings), WG73B was used as a living quarter of those who, in another 



rock shelter located at of the western slope of the same hillock at ground level 
(WG73A, figure 127, see black arrow A), worshipped their gods, inter alia, the 
enigmatic headless beasts. (figure 128) (It could well be that, under the debris which has 

accumulated in WG73A, a libation device is buried.) Whilst WG73A is oriented towards 
2800, a large rock face (WG73C, see black arrow C in figure 127) decorated with 
severely eroded rows of ostriches and quadrupeds (figures 129+130) is oriented 
towards 2000 (hence, facing an open plain that, from the vantage point of WG73C, extends from 

1600 to 2200). WG73C was discovered on 14 January 2010 by Christian Kny and 
the author in the upper section of WG73, just below the hillock´s peak. 
Topographically speaking, WG73C is occupying a midway position between 
WG73A and WG73B and, at the same time (from a mythological-religious perspective), its 
imagery seems to adopt an intermediary position between the profane and the 
sacred. The latter assessment is supported by the fact that the ostriches shown 
in figure 129 which are mythologically linked to the solar disc (see Pantheon-part 

two), are facing towards the east-southeast (1100) i.e., towards sunrise. By 
contrast, the row of short-necked quadrupeds (possibly cattle) placed between two 
rows of ostriches, are heading the opposite way, towards 2900  i.e., the west. 
This arrangement cannot be considered as coincidental. Instead, the layout of 
the whole panel seems to be based on an overall concept that, not only resorts 
to a repetition of animal figures of the same species arranged in linear order, 
but also refers to solar or cosmological views and symbolism that may have 
prevailed at the time of its creation. Furthermore, it may not be without reason 
that (a) WG73C was placed at a position that, with regard to the solar run, fairly 
corresponds with the moment when the sun culminates in the zenith, whereas 
(b) the location for the small temple i.e., WG73A, was chosen in the west, at the 
level of the horizontal line, where the sun sets. In this context, it seems only 
logical that (c), for the living quarter i.e., WG73B, a sheltered site on the hillocks 
eastern side, situated just above the level of the eastern horizontal line was 
selected whose entrance i.e., the easternmost part of WG73B and of the hillock 
as a whole, is decorated with giraffes to whom a symbolic role as sun-bearers 
has been assigned by Westendorf. (see Pantheon-part two)   

 

   
figure 125: WG73 as seen from the southeast. The rock shelter (WG73B, marked by the black arrow B) that, most 

certainly, was used as a living quarter, is situated slightly above the foot of the eastern slope of the hillock. 
figure 126: WG73B. A representation of a female figure, most probably grinding some indeterminable matter on a 
grinding plate. This image which, as a rule, can be associated with a homestead scene, qualifies WG73B as shelter 

where, at around 5,700-5,200 calBC, profane daily life activities may have taken place. Image shown is color 
enhanced. 

 



   
figure 127: WG73 as seen from the southwest. Whilst the severely eroded rock shelter comprising the temple 

(WG73A, marked by the black arrow A) is situated at the western slope of the hillock at ground level facing sunset, 
a large rock face (WG73C, marked by the black arrow C) decorated with rows of ostriches and quadrupeds is 

located just below the hillock´s peak i.e., at a place that, in the eyes of the Neolithic inhabitants of the region, may 
have corresponded well with the sun´s zenith. Hence, it is very likely that A, B and C (the only rock art sites found 

at WG73) were chosen for decoration and for certain profane and sacred functions according to a cosmological idea. 
figure 128: WG73A. Rock art consisting of human figures and two enigmatic headless beasts. In my opinion, this 

artwork can be interpreted as a mythical allegory for an entrance to the hereafter thus, qualfying  WG73A as a 
sacred place i.e., a temple (see Pantheon-part one and two). Image shown is color enhanced. 

 

   
figure 129: WG73C. Severely eroded row of ostriches facing towards the east-southeast (sunrise). Image shown is 

color enhanced. 
figure 130: WG73C. Section of a severely eroded row of cattle(?) facing towards the west-northwest (sunset). Image 

shown is color enhanced. 
 

Sidenote 14: The separation between the profane and the sacred is not always as evident as 
in the case of WG73A-C. Take for instance WG21 (Foggini-Mestekawi Cave). Even 
though the rock art of this marvellous shelter may partly consist of scenes 
depicting real life, and even if many of these scenes make subtle use of 
mythical-religious metaphors (see Pantheon-part one and two), so far, no altar or 
libation device was found below the debris that has accumulated at the 
shelter´s open southern end. However, as current evidence suggests, the said 
spatial separation does indeed recur, yet on a larger scale, as archaeological 
remains of a Neolithic settlement (comprising the profane) are clearly to be seen 
circa 150 metres east of the cave (comprising the sacred) and also further afar, 
where stone artefacts are scattered along the shores of a former palaeo-lake. 
(Parts of this lake are seen in figure 144) It remains to be seen whether or not the age 
of these artefacts coincides with the period during which the WG21 rock art was 
created.  

 

Figures 121-123 show the results of our libation tests. These photographs 
which were taken during our experiment impressively demonstrate that 
WG43C indeed may have functioned as an altar and that, whilst other rituals, 
such as the sharpening of spearheads, were performed, libation liquids were 
flowing downwards the boulder´s grooves, towards the north and thus, 
towards the core of the hillock. As if these liquids would stream into a great 
mouth formed from stone. 
 
6.133 A desert altar at WG 44A 



WG44A is located only 1.15 km east of WG43. It contains another possible 
libation device which we briefly examined during our visit to the Wadi Sura 
area. At WG44A there is no rock art. The only item which bears traces of 
human activity is a large fallen boulder at the shelter´s entrance (figure 131) 
into which “…circular depressions with winding lines draining from them” (A. 

Zboray: op. cit., WG44A) are engraved. (figures 132+133) In my view, our libation 
test whose results are shown in figures 134+135 confirmed the boulder´s 
former use as a libation device or altar as the water which was dripped into 
some of the cupules ran fairly well along the grooves. Supposedly, the altar 
is between 6,500 and 8.000 years old. Therefore I was quite surprised that 
the test liquid followed the paths defined by the winding drainage lines.   
 

     
figure 131: WG44A as seen from the south. (Courtesy of A. Zboray) 

figure 132: WG44A. The large fallen boulder bearing “circular depressions with winding lines draining from them” 
towards the south. (Courtesy A. Zboray) Image shown is color enhanced. 

 

  
figure 133: WG 44A. Detail of the boulder showing the area covered by cupules and grooves connected with them. 

(Courtesy A. Zboray) Image shown is color enhanced. 
figure 134: WG44A. Result of the libation test photographed at 11:15 am in difficult light conditions. The water 

which was dripped into some of the altar´s cupules more or less runs along the grooves connected with these 
hollows. Image shown is color enhanced. 

 



 
figure 135: WG44A. Result of the libation test photographed from a slightly different vantage point. As the course 

of the water that we dripped into some of the cupules followed the slightly winding grooves, the test confirmed 
Andras Zboray´s assumption that WG44A may have been used as a libation device or altar. Image shown is color 

enhanced. 
 

6.2 A desert altar in Karkur Talh, Gebel Uweinat (KT83/B) (N21 57.877+E25 
06.034) 

  
figure 136: Section of the KT83B rock shelter where two fallen stone slabs (marked by black arrows) decorated 
with petroglyphs and endowed with rock-maharkas and a libation device are resting horizontally on the bedrock. 

Image shown is color enhanced. 
figure 137: Detail of figure 138 showing a ring-shaped engraving (indicated by the black arrow) partly encircled by 

severely eroded engravings. Presumably, this circle was meant to represent the solar disc. Image shown is color 
enhanced. 

 

Despite the colourful ancient depictions of humans and animals that 
embellish the ceiling and parts of the rear wall of the KT83B rock shelter, 
two sizable boulders lying on the floor of this shelter (figure 136) immediately 
caught my eye when we visited the site on 15 November 2011. So far, these 
boulders have received little attention although one of them is decorated with 
an inextricable maze of faint engravings amongst which two cupules 
connected by a short groove are to be seen. (figures 138-141) In addition, the 
two boulders are endowed with small rock-marharkas i.e., stationary 
grinding devices embedded into their surfaces and surrounded by 
engravings. (figures 138, 141-143) What is the meaning of this enigmatic 
arrangement? Are the engravings of the same age as the paintings, the 
grinding devices, the two cupules and the groove? For what purpose were the 
rock-marharkas used? They are too small for grinding cereals. Most 
certainly, this work was carried out with the help of a normal sized 
undecorated grinding plate found outside the shelter. Hence, could these 
rock-marharkas be interpreted as items that played a role in mythologically 



inspired rituals which, in a distant past, were performed at KT83B? Or were 
they used for profane activities such as grinding pigments? (Note that, even to a 
profane activity such as paint production, a profound symbolic meaning could have been 
attached by those involved especially since some of these paints may have been used for 
embellishing the shelter.)  
 

There was no time to closely examine the KT83B imagery and to identify 
possible motifs impregnated with mythological-religious meaning. However, I 
managed to carry out a libation test by dripping water into the (southern) 
shallower of the two hollows. As shown in figure 140 the liquid indeed flowed 
through the groove and collected in the deeper (northern) hollow.  
 

If the arrangement of cupules carved into the arenite bedrock at SLD-SI-1 is 
accepted as a libation device (see chapter 6.111, figures 62+73) then it is 
reasonable to conclude that, at KT83/B, a similar installation exists. This 
appraisal seems to be supported by a small ring-shaped engraving (figure 137) 
placed half way between the libation device (to the west) and the rock-
marharka (to the east of it). (figures 138+141) As its location corresponds fairly 
well with the sun´s zenith, the ring shaped item could be envisioned as a 
representation of the solar disc. Therefore the question must be raised as to 
whether the production (i.e., a mythologically inspired creation) of an unknown 
matter (located in the east) and blood-sacrifices(?) (located in the west) during which 
a sacred liquid flowed towards the northeast, reflect a religiously motivated 
concept. Or is the said layout purely coincidental? Further studies of the 
artwork at KT83/B i.e., of the iconographic context into which the 
petroglyphs engraved on the two boulders are embedded, including an 
appraisal of the site´s topographical features may help to clarify this issue 
i.e., the use of the two stone slabs as sacrificial altars and their function 
within a widely unknown framework of prehistoric metaphysical ideas.  
 

 
figure 138: KT83B. A day after the libation test. Top view image of the two stone slabs decorated with petroglyphs 

and endowed with rock-maharkas and a libation device. Image shown is color enhanced. 
 



  
figure 139: KT83B.The larger of the two boulders viewed from the north. Note my ball pen for comparison of size. 

The object is pointing towards the north. Image shown is color enhanced. 
figure 140: KT83B. Result of the libation test showing that the water which I dripped into the southern cupule is 

flowing along the groove towards the northeast where it collects in the lower cupule. Image shown is color 
enhanced. 

 

 
figure 141: KT83B. For better analysis of the petroglyphs another top view image of the larger one of the two 

boulders is shown here (photographed before the libation test). Image shown is color enhanced. 
 



  
figures 142+143: KT83B. Details of figure 141 + 138. Images shown are color enhanced. 

 
7. Selected rock art scenes of the Gilf Kebir and their placement 

according to metaphysical ideas 
7.1 WG 21 (Foggini-Mestekawi Cave)  
Whoever, during the days of the winter solstice, arrives at the marvellous 
Foggini-Mestekawi Cave at sun rise, will witness a silent spectacle. To this 
end, he needs to step back from the large, slightly concave, overhanging rock 
face to whose complex imagery containing thousands of painted figures he - 
as Neolithic man before him - had felt magically attracted. He then further 
needs to mount the rock fall of white sandstone boulders piling up in front of 
the shelter. When, long ago, these boulders broke away from the WG 21 hill´s 
scarp they possibly buried an altar that, similar to other Wadi Sura rock 
shelters, may have been used in unknown rituals and religious practises. 
Eventually, when watching the alternation of light and shadow on the hill´s 
scarp (figures 144+145) from the vantage point of this “chancel”, he will notice 
a curtain of light (figure 146) slowly descending from the heights of the hill 
until it touches the giraffe engraved above the “White Nut”. (figure 147)  
 

   
figures 144+145: WG21. View from the southeast. 

 



Sidenote 15: Ascertaining the orientation of the “White Nut” and the giraffe above her 
provided the following preliminary compass readings: (a) Centreline of WG 21: 
circa 1750, (b) Nut panel: facing 1800; “White Nut”-figure: oriented towards 2700 
(The beast´s torso measures 67cm in length. Including its tail, the animal measures 90cm in 

height.) and (c) giraffe panel: (uneven, slightly curved surface) facing 1600-2000; giraffe: 
looking towards 1100.)  

 

On 11 December 2012 I was the privileged spectator of this spectacle of 
nature. To my astonishment I noticed that, at around 10:49 am, the giraffe 
engraved above the “White Nut” was singled out by the sun as, by and large, 
the first figure to be illuminated by her rays. (figure 147). At this point in time 
almost the complete WG21-imagery of painted figures including the “White 
Nut” was still in the shade. (figures 148-150) 
 

  
figure 146: WG 21. Waiting for the “curtain of light” to descend from the heights of the hill until it touches the 

giraffe engraved above the “White Nut. Photographed from above the rock fall situated in front of the WG 21 shelter. 
Image shown in a color enhanced version. (Courtesy of Andras Zboray) 

figure 147: December 11th 2012, 10:49 am. The giraffe engraved above the “White Nut” is the first figure of the 
lower WG 21 imagery of painted figures illuminated by the morning sun. Image shown is color enhanced. 

 

 
figure 148: Panoramic view of WG 21 generated from four images taken on December 11th 2012, 10:49 am. Note 
that only a few pockets of rock art at the base of the said panel are illuminated by the rays of the sun.  Images 

shown in a color enhanced version. 
 

 
figure 149: Enlargement of the lower easternmost (right) section of the WG 21 imagery photographed on December 
11th 2012, 10:49 am. The photograph shows that, at this point in time, down to the sandy ground, this section of 

the huge WG 21 rock art panel which includes two giraffes associated with a sun disc (for an enlargement see 
figure 152), was still in the shade. Images shown in a color enhanced version. 

 



  
figure 150: December 11th 2012, 10:49 am. Contrary to the lower eastern end the western (left) end of the WG 21 

rock art panel is partly illuminated by the sun. Not so, however, the scene depicting a chieftain smiting an enemy(?) 
that, at that time, happens to lie in the shadow. Image shown is color enhanced. 

figure 151: WG21. Close up of the shaded scene depicting a chieftain smiting an enemy(?).Image shown is color 
enhanced. 

 

On returning to the rock panel and resuming the investigation of its imagery, 
one will notice two giraffes associated with a sun disc. Another such disc is 
depicted directly behind the beasts. (figure 152) Note that the depiction of 
two sun discs within the confines of this scene could indicate the ancient 
artist´s intention to mark the eastern and the western horizon. (Similar W. 
Westendorf: Uräus und Sonnenscheibe. In Studien zur altägyptischen Kultur, vol. 6. H. 
Altenmüller, D. Wildung. (eds.), Hamburg 1978, p. op. cit., p. 207. For comparison see also 

figure 70 of this report.). This motif is placed at the very (lower eastern) end of the 
painted rock-art i.e., at a place closest to sunrise. It corresponds with 
reasonable accuracy with figure129a shown in Pantheon-part two. (For the 
convenience of the reader this image is shown here again. (figure 153))  
 

  
figure 152: WG21. December 11th 2012, 10,52 am. Close-up of the extreme lower eastern end of figure 149 

showing two giraffes associated with a sun disc. Image shown is color enhanced. 
figure 153: Tassili, Libya. Head of a giraffe with a streaked disc representing the sun. (from Huard: Les chasseurs 

anciens du Sahara. RdE 17(1965) 59, figure 2) 
 

With regard to figure 153 Westendorf hypothesizes that the giraffe carrying a 
streaked disc on its head could be seen as a precursor of predynastic 
serpents associated with sun discs and depicted in upright position. (See W. 



Westendorf: Uräus und Sonnescheibe. op. cit., p. 204. See also F. Frobenius: Ekade Ektab. 
Die Felsbilder Fezzans. Graz 1963, p. 58 and Pantheon-part two, chapter 5.345.331.2 ). 
 

Sidenote 16: Posing the question “Un signe solaire?” Le Quellec elaborates on the dozen of 
enigmatic circular shapes embedded into the WG 21 rock art. (See J. Le Quellec, P. 

and P. de Flers: Peintures et gravures d´ avant les pharaons du Sahara au Nil, Seleb 2005, pp. 257-

259) But, as he does not search for explanations at WG 21 itself to solve the 
riddle of these strange discs, he misses the opportunity to provide a profound 
answer to his question. 

 

The giraffe in the bottom right of figure 152 together with the sun disc above 
its head measures 42 cm in height and 44cm in width. This beast and its 
conspecific are looking towards the south-southeast (1430) They are placed at 
the very eastern end of the painted imagery, whereas the Neolithic prototype 
of the ancient Egyptian king smiting enemies (figure 151) is placed at the very 
western end of it. Regarding the latter scene it is worthwhile to note that the 
slain enemy(?) shown upside down is depicted to the left i.e., west of the 
chieftain. Such carefully executed placements can hardly be viewed as 
coincidental. Instead, they seem to emphasize that, in the minds of the Wadi 
Sura inhabitants, death and extinction were associated with the west i.e., 
the setting sun, whilst fertility, renewal of life and rebirth were associated 
with the east i.e., the rising sun.  
 

The thoughtful arrangement of the iconographical material according to 
metaphysical ideas, cosmological data and solar-inspired myths is further 
enhanced by  
- figure 154 showing a child figure connected by an umbilical cord with his 

mother. Whether or not figure 154 is interpreted as a nativity scene, as an 
expression of a fertility cult or as the earliest representation of a kinship 
(see M. Barta, M. Frouz: Swimmers in the Sand. Dryada 2010, p. 96, caption to figure 46), 
it should not be ignored that (a) seemingly, the child was placed deliberately 
to the east of its parents and thus closer to the rising sun, and that (b) the 
two ostriches positioned directly above the umbilical cord and, possibly, 
representing the ever recurrent sun (W. Westendorf, op. cit., p. 206), are facing 
east. 

 

 
figure 154: WG 21. Two male human figures endowed with large penises depicted in a scene demonstrating 

kinship. 
 

- eighteen so called swimmers (i.e., presumably, deceased who are on their way to the 
realms of rebirth; see figures 155-159. Of these eighteen swimmers sixteen are shown 

here.) who, heading from west to east, are laboring across the grand 
painting in a somewhat shifted & interrupted line. (This observation recently 
made by Veronika Dulikova, considerably extends the array of six swimmers shown in 

Kuper´s Wadi Sura Field Report Season 2009-1, figure 8.) I noticed only three 
swimmers heading in the opposite direction i.e., towards the west. (see for 
example figures 160+161) 



 

  
figure 155: WG 21. Cluster of swimmers, easternmost section, containing swimmers No. 1-3. Remarkably, 

swimmer No. 1 starts his voyage to the east from a giraffe that is oriented towards the same direction. (Courtesy of 
Andras Zboray) Image shown is color enhanced. 

figure 156: WG 21. Cluster of floating bodies consisting of swimmers No. 3-6. These swimmers too are depicted as 
moving into an eastward direction. Image shown is color enhanced. 

 

 
figure 157: WG 21. Cluster of floating bodies consisting of swimmers No. 4-12. As the swimmers shown in figure 

155 these swimmers too are moving into an eastward direction. Image shown is color enhanced. 
 



 
figure 158: WG 21. Cluster of floating bodies consisting of swimmers No. 11-14. As the swimmers shown in figure 

157 these swimmers too are moving into an eastward direction. Image shown is color enhanced. 
 

 
figure 159: WG 21. Cluster of floating bodies consisting of swimmers No. 14-16. As the swimmers shown in figure 

158 these swimmers too are moving into an eastward direction. Image shown is color enhanced. 
 



    
figures 160+161: Despite the general orientation of the WG21-simmers towards the east three of them are 

depicted as floating towards the west. Two of these swimmers are shown here. Images shown are color enhanced. 

 
- figures 162+163 showing an extremely rare image of a flying bird 

reminiscent of the representations of vultures found at Catal Hüyük, a 
large Neolithic settlement in southern Anatolia dating to 7,500-5,700 BC. 
Both the “Anatolian vultures” and the WG 21 vulture are endowed with 
comb-like wings (as if copied from a life specimen) and tails, and even the long 
neck of the WG21-bird is reproduced in one of the ancient Catal Hüyük 
drawings. As most of the Catal Hüyük vultures are shown dismembering 
headless humans or attacking persons rendered upside down i.e., 
diseased, they are commonly interpreted as “death birds”. Apparently, this 
is likely to be the case here too, as the WG 21 vulture and its conspecific(?) 
shown in a sitting posture behind him are also associated with a deceased 
individual. His corpse is lying level, to the lower right of the two birds. His 
head is oriented towards the west and onto his belly a barely visible circle 
has been engraved. (figure 164) Vultures habitually feed on carrion. Hence, 
it appears rather improbable that the WG 21 vultures would represent 
predecessors of the Egyptian Ba-bird i.e., an aspect of the soul which 
allegedly departs from a person after death. Noticeable however is, that (a) 
one of the WG 21 death-birds is depicted as if it would fly into the direction 
where the sun sets whilst his head turns back towards his comrade and 
also towards an obliterated figure, and that (b) its sitting comrade is facing 
east.  

 

  
figure 162: WG 21. Scene depicting a vulture flying westwards, a sitting conspecific(?) facing east and a deceased 

person oriented towards the west. Image shown is color enhanced. 
figure 163: Detail of figure 162 showing the two birds. Image shown is color enhanced. 

 



 
figure 164: Detail of figure 162 showing the deceased person  with a circle engraved onto his belly. Image shown is 

color enhanced. 
 

These remarks may suffice to underscore that large parts of the WG21 rock 
art are imbued with symbolic meaning and also with a degree of pathos. The 
carefully chosen placement of particular scenes and the well-considered 
orientation and posture of quite a few animal and human figures (including the 

enigmatic headless beasts) reveal a metaphysical dimension which leads us to 
view WG21 as a grand mythological painting into which, for example, scenes 
from everyday life, fighting and preparation for battle as messages to 
ancestors and gods are incorporated.  
 
7.2 Wadi Gingoi: Boulder decorated with two weathered petroglyphs (WG-

FB1) 
“…wer sich endlich vergegenwärtigt, daß auch die kleinafrikanischen und 
westsaharischen Felsbilder zumeist Tiere darstellen, und dass für ihre 
Anbringung Stellen bevorzugt wurden, die den ersten Strahlen der 
Morgensonne ausgesetzt sind, der muß dann wohl eine zusammenfassende 
Beziehung zwischen den Sittenresten heute in den Urwald gedrängter 
Afrikaner und den Resten der älteren Steinzeit erblicken.“ (L. Frobenius: Ekade 
Ektab. op. cit., p. 58)  
 

This quote from Leo Frobenius, a German ethnologist, emphasizes once 
again a common perception according to which a considerable part of the 
Western Desert rock art is placed on rock panels that, unobstructed by 
topographical obstacles, are flooded by the rays of the morning sun. When, 
at noon on 15 December 2011, I passed by a few boulders that had fallen off 
the western slopes of the low plateau into which the upper reaches of Wadi 
Gingoi, northern Gilf Kebir, are cutting (figure 165), I found engraved on the 
eastern face of the largest of these boulders two severely weathered animal 
figures facing each other (WG-FB1, figure 166). No other petroglyphs or stone 
implements were seen in the neighbourhood of these images. (At some distance 

to the west of the boulder a few Neolithic artefacts came to light.) The find came as a 
surprise, as WG-FB1 lies well within the range of the morning shadows falling 
from the steep slopes, and soon after the sun would rise over the plateau´s 
edge the two depictions would be hidden again in the shadow for the rest of 
the day. However, it is exactly there where the animal figures are engraved. 
(The western face of the boulder is unsuitable for engravings whilst its southern and 
northern sides could have been easily decorated with such rock art.)  
 

At first sight, this placement eludes all explanation. I took a bearing of the 
southern tip of the plateau (1180) which, at this point, is only about 150m 



away and where, in the rocky upper section of the steep slope, there is a 
conspicuous cave void of artefacts (The cave is not shown in figure 165.) I also 
took bearings regarding the orientation of the two quadrupeds. The one to 
the right (north) is looking southwards (1850) whilst the one to the left (south) 
faces north (50). (figure 166) These bearings and the fact that the Neolithic 
artists opted exclusively for the embellishment of the southern end of the 
boulder´s eastern rock face, sparked my interest.  
 

 
figure 165: The landscape at WG-FB1 .The author and the boulder on the right (as indicated by the black arrow) 

bearing the engravings on its eastern side. (Courtesy of Kurt Paulig) 
 

 
figure 166: WG-FB1. Two quadrupeds facing each other. (Courtesy of Kurt Paulig) Image shown is color enhanced. 
 

Fortunately, we did not change camp that day. So I had a chance to find out 
whether or not the southern section of the said rock face had been selected 
for the engravings on grounds relating to cosmology, myth and religious 
beliefs. Next morning at sunrise we gathered at WG-FB1. Long after the sun 
illuminated the lowland south and west of us the boulder was still in the 
shade. (figure 167) The winter solstice would take place in about a fortnight. 
Would our untimely(?) arrival have any negative effect on the results of my 
experiment? 
 

Finally, at 8:09 am, the first sun rays touched the upper section of the 
boulder´s southern end. (figure 168) At 8:10 am the illuminated area had 
broadened but did not extend further to the right where a faint streak of 
light emerged at the boulder´s upper edge. (figure 169) By 8:12 am this streak 
of light had considerably widened, but a shaded area still separated the 
panel´s illuminated larger southern part from the illuminated northern 
section. At this time WG-FB1 was completely illuminated. (figure 170) By 8:14 
am the shaded section dividing the panel into two illuminated sections began 



to retreat downwards with the effect that a band of illuminated rock united 
the southern and the northern section of the panel. (figure 171) By 8:15 am 
the shaded area had dropped down further. (figure 172)  
 

  
figure 167: On the morning of 12 December 2011. Whilst, for quite some time, the wide valley is illuminated by the 

sun, the WG-FB1 boulder is still in the shade. 
figure 168: 8:09 am. First sun rays are touching the upper section of the WG-FB1 boulder´s southern end. 

 

  
figure 169: 8:10 am. The illuminated area of the boulder´s upper southern end has broadened slightly. A faint 

streak of light emerges on its upper top right edge. 
figure 170: By 8:12 am the boulder´s rock art is completely illuminated, whilst a shaded “intermediate zone” still 

separates the rock panel´s illuminated larger southern from its smaller northern section. 
 

  
figure 171: 8:14 am. The “shaded divide” between the southern and the northern illuminated sections begins to 

resolve. 
figure 172: 8:15 am. The shaded area has further retreated. 

 

Would the interplay of light and shadow which we noticed with astonishment 
on the WG-FB1 rock panel, have turned out even more compelling on 
December 21st and 22nd i.e., at the time of the winter solstice, the shortest 
days of the year in the northern hemisphere when the course of the sun is 
lowest? Neither could we wait until that date, nor was there a chance to 
return to Wadi Gingoi. Nevertheless, the outcome of the test seems to 



confirm my estimation that the WG-FB1 rock art has been intentionally 
placed on a boulder that, according to worldly needs and under “normal” 
circumstances, nobody would ever have selected for embellishment. There 
was certainly no need for Neolithic artists to hide their engravings or to 
protect them from the evil eye. Furthermore, the WG-FB1 site does not offer a 
secluded place as does the rock shelter close by, high up on the slope. WG-

FB1 is also unsuitable for a campsite as it is situated on an inclined surface. 
Therefore it must be assumed that the artist concerned opted for the place 
as it allowed him to implement specific mythic-cosmological ideas prevailing 
at that time. Supposedly, these ideas related to the solar run as a symbol of 
recreation and to the north-south axis as a symbol of eternity. That is why (a) 
the two animal figures facing each other are looking almost straight south or 
north respectively and (b) that, on the occasion of a cosmological event i.e., 
the occurrence of the winter solstice, the area of the panel bearing the 
artwork is illuminated first by the rays of the sun.  
 

Does our test support the assumption that the inhabitants of the region 
considered the winter solstice as an important cosmological phenomenon to 
which they attached a mythical-religious meaning? In the area concerned, 
quite a few fallen boulders are scattered along the foot of the plateau, and it 
is quite remarkable that the only lump of rock that, on its eastern side, 
possesses a rock face clearly oriented north-south is decorated with 
engravings. This fact and the play of light and shadow as shown in the 
sequence of photographs presented above, qualifies the otherwise unexciting 
site as an interesting object worthwhile to be subjected to further studies.  
 
7.3 Wadi Abd el Malik: A boulder decorated with two giraffes and two 

solar discs (WAM-FB1) 
Some years ago, in the upper reaches of Wadi Abd el Malik, Khaled Khalifa 
discovered a large rectangular shaped stone slab broken into two parts and 
decorated with a few petroglyphs. Similar to WG-FB1 (see chapter 7.2), this 
slab is located on the western slopes of a high elevation bordering the 
eastern bank of the wadi i.e., at a site which lies in the shadow till long after 
sunrise. (figure 173) Such placement is all the more remarkable since, onto 
the slab´s southern face, two giraffes and two solar discs are engraved. (figure 

175) The beasts are facing due east (920). The solar discs are placed just 
below their necks and east of the animal´s torsos thus, most certainly 
indicating the rise of the sun on the eastern horizon. Although, from the 
vantage point of the stone slab, it is impossible to observe the sunrise, the 
engravings nevertheless were placed as if the two giraffes are watching the 
daily awakening of the world unobstructed by the nearby hill. (As the slab is too 
fragile and too heavy to be carried or removed without severe damage it must have been 

ornamented in situ.) Evidently, such a pictorial arrangement including the 
“impossible location” chosen for WAM-FB1 is suggestive of a strong urge of the 
Neolithic inhabitants of Wadi Ab del Malik to establish their religious world 
view against all (topographical) odds. Furthermore, as this fantastic piece of 
rock art bears close resemblance with figure 152, its presence at Wadi Abd el 
Malik attests to a northward expansion of the Wadi Sura culture, a diffusion 
which, seemingly, had no difficulty transgressing natural boundaries such 
as the steep western cliffs of the Gilf Kebir plateau. As a result, at the WAM-

FB1 boulder we find the remains of a complex metaphor whose iconographic 



context is clearly related to the cosmological powers and to a concept of 
rebirth. Within this metaphor the two giraffes are acting as sun-bearers 
hence, as outlined before, their representation may have served mythical-
religious ends  
 

Note that the northern face of the stone slab is decorated with a horned 
quadruped tied to a rope. The animal faces due west. (figure  174) 
 

   
figure 173: The site of WAM-FB1 as seen from the west. The black arrow indicates its approximate location. 

figure 174: Northern face of the WAM-FB1 stone slab onto which a horned quadruped facing west is engraved. 
Image shown is color enhanced. 

 

 
figure 175: WAM-FB1 showing two giraffes facing due east. Note the solar discs which are placed beneath their 

necks and east of the beast´s torsos. In addition to the eastward orientation of the giraffe engravings the presence 
of the two solar symbols enhances the animals role as sun-bearers. 

 
7.4 WG52 (Cave of the Swimmers) 



The considerable number of WG52-rock art images possibly containing 
complex metaphors i.e., religiously inspired messages to the ancient 
inhabitants of the Wadi Sura area, their ancestors and gods, cannot be 
discussed here in full. (A. Zboray provides an uncommented overview of the WG52 

imagery: op. cit., WG52) In this chapter we shall confine ourselves to the 
placement and orientation of (A) the only depiction of a headless beast 
present in the cave and (B) the so called swimmers of whom three clusters 
are depicted on the north-eastern walls of the rock shelter. (figure 176) 
 

 
figure 176: WG52. Complex rock art ensemble containing, inter alia, three clusters of swimmers and a headless 

beast. (Courtesy of Andras Zboray) Image shown is color enhanced. 
 

Visitors to WG52 standing in equal distance to the right (southern) and the left 
(northern) side of the rock shelter’s entrance i.e., just below the hill’s steep 
face rising above the open western end of the roughly hemispherically 
shaped cave (Centreline of WG 52: circa 2650), will notice the image of the headless 
beast on a bearing of 500 north of east. This enigmatic animal is shown on 
the lower right of figure 176. It is placed on a rock panel, which faces 
southwest (2250). Hence, this beast is oriented towards the northwest (3150). 
By contrast, most of the swimmers grouped into three clusters are heading 
towards the southeast/south-southeast (1350/1500). (figure 177) (Figure 178 showing 
the WG52 rock shelter including the rock panels under consideration as seen in the morning light, is added here as 
a complement to the author’s sketch.) 
 

  
figure 177: Section of the author’s simplified ground plan of the roughly hemispherically shaped Cave of the 
Swimmers showing the approximate position and orientation of the WG52 swimmers and its headless beast.  
figure 178: The WG52 rock shelter in the morning as viewed from the west-southwest. The panels decorated with 
the headless beast and the swimmers (indicated by the black arrow), which are placed deep inside the cave, are 
barely visible. WG52 is sunlit only in the afternoon. Photographed by Martin Frouz in 2008. (Courtesy of M. Frouz) 
 



The longest line (B-1) of floating bodies consisting of nine swimmers is shown 
in figure 179. Except for the fourth from left (B-1-4) all these figures are well 
preserved. Since the rightmost of the swimmers (B-1-9, see also figure 180) is 
depicted upside down (Le Quellec interprets a swimmer shown in such a body posture 

as a diver. (J.-J. Le Quellec; P.+P. de Flers: op. cit. p. 206)) and as this swimmer is placed 
somehow detached from the others, it remains doubtful whether the figure 
was meant to be part of the scene or whether, by means of B-1-9, the 
Neolithic artists intended to established a link between the B-1 cluster and 
another one further down (B-2, figures 176+184) containing three swimmers 
floating towards the headless beast (A). At any rate, it is difficult to assess 
whether or not B-1-9 has to be regarded as a diver since, during the Neolithic 
era and in all subsequent periods, perspective drawing was uncommon in 
regions so far away from the Nile. Therefore B-1-9 may well be interpreted as 
an ordinary swimmer who, on his way to the southeast and to the headless 
beast, is shown in an attempt to catch up with the three B-2 swimmers. 
(Hence, figure B-1-9 may have served as a figurative element connecting the B-1 cluster with 
the B-2 cluster of swimmers.)  
 

 
figure 179: WG52. Detail of figure 176. Cluster of nine swimmers heading towards the southeast/south-

southeast. The rightmost of these swimmers (i.e., counted from left to right: B-1-9) is depicted upside down. 
Therefore this figure may represent a diver who is on his way to a cluster of three swimmers (B-2) shown to the left 

of the headless beast. (see figures 176+184) (Courtesy of Andras Zboray) Image shown is color enhanced. 
 

A close look at B-1 reveals that  
- some swimmers painted in reddish-brown are superimposed(?) onto 

pastel-yellow human figures presumably also representing swimmers 
(figure 181) 

- in the case of B-1-7+ B-1-8, the artist concerned could have integrated 
the body postures of the overpainted but not erased yellow swimmers 
so as to modify or to supplement the red swimmers postures. (figure 

181) However, it also could be that religious reverence, unknown social 
conventions or just carelessness are the reasons for a disarray of the 
said swimmer images that, contrary to the ancient inhabitants of Wadi 
Sura, modern viewers would consider meaningless or confusing. 

- at least one pastel-yellow swimmer seems to be an integral part of the 
scene. (figure 182) 

 

Are these pastel-yellow swimmers and other identically coloured human 
figures the result of a selective decay of inferior quality pigments causing 
colourful images to turn into mere shadows of their former splendour? Or 
are these images preparatory paintings which served as templates for the 
final decoration? What is the meaning of the peculiar coexistence of reddish-



brown and pastel-yellow swimmers (or body parts of the latter)? Only an 
elaborate investigation of the rock art scene concerned will provide valid 
answers. 
 

Let us take, for instance, a brief look at B-1-7 which is depicted to the left of 
a tall reddish brown human(?) figure. (figure 181) Originally i.e., according to 
the older(?) pastel-yellow sketch(?), this swimmer was depicted in a crawling 
posture; as if, in a gesture of reverence and submission, B-1-7 would pay 
tribute to the large red figure to his right.  

- So, if this large red figure were contemporaneous with B-1-7, the body 
posture of the latter complemented by fragments of its precursor, 
could express a “request for approval” i.e., a stereotypical gesture of an 
inferior being asking an omnipotent being for permission to pass by so 
that it could proceed further to the southeast.  

- If this interpretation is correct, would such a meaning still be 
incorporated in the, presumably, later swimmer version alone 
represented by the reddish brown B-1-7 figure that is superimposed 
onto its pastel-yellow precursor and that, due to its coloration, most 
probably is of the same age as the large red figure to its right?  

If in the affirmative, the scene concerned could be perceived with a high 
degree of certainty to be imbued with religious connotations i.e., in the eyes 
of the inhabitants of the Wadi Sura region, the said large reddish-brown 
figure may have represented a deity whose sheer size reduced B-1-7 and its 
colleagues (i.e., the deceased) to a legion of humble souls subjected to the will of 
a god. Further mythical-religious connotations are reflected in the 
orientation of the swimmers (their heading towards the rising sun indicating myths of 
rebirth that, since the final moments of the Wadi Sura culture, were lost or obscured for 

millennia) and in the orientation of the headless beast.  
 

Sidenote 17: Note that, in ancient Egypt, the size of “…figures is more often a result of the 
principle of relative importance and hierarchic scaling – showing gods and 
kings depicted larger than lesser beings – which was used from the earliest 
periods… This principle then becomes symbolic of power and importance 
rather than indicative of strength alone… (Furthermore,) in some cases there 
may be mythological reasons for the depiction of certain… figures at large 
scale.” (R.H. Wilkinson: Symbol & magic in Egyptian art. London 1994, p. 38 et seq.) 

 

Note further that, imperfect overlapping of paintings does not necessarily 
indicate that “…painters acted mainly as patient recipients in relation to the 
already existing ancient art.” Instead, at WG52, Neolithic artists may have 
intervened “…on the art left by their predecessors…which should have been 
at their time more evident than today… (thus) hampering the clarity of their 
own creations.” (A. M. Noguera, A. Zboray: Rock art in the landscape setting of the western 

Jebel Uweinat (Libya). SAHARA 22 (2011) p. 114) In the case of the reddish-brown B-1 
swimmers, it appears that these swimmers were deliberately superimposed 
onto the pastel-yellow precursors in order to place them as close as possible 
to and thus, into an older emblematic context established by the latter 
figures. Therefore, the overlaying of the older, pastel-yellow figure by the B-1-7 
swimmer was most probably intended to convey some meaning or symbolic 
message i.e., the composition as a whole may have served as a complex 
mythical-religious metaphor in which depictions left by predecessors(?) were 
integral components. The character of the superimpositions of the later 
artists has therefore been influenced by and is partly a reaction to, the earlier 
paintings. Accordingly, the creators of the B-1 cluster of swimmers “… 
behaved as active recipients in relation to the (already existing) art… by adding 
paintings to paintings…” (See figure 182 where a pastel-yellow swimmer is flanked by two 



reddish-brown ones, and figure 181 where one painting is superimposed on top of the other.) in 
a meaningful way whilst, at the same time, competing “…for the available 
space…(with a certain) disregard for… (some of the) pre-existent paintings”. (Ibidem).  

 

Note also that, at least two of the three B-3 swimmers depicted above the B-2 
cluster (see figures 179+185) are shown in a similar body posture of 
submission(?) as evidenced by B-1-7 and its pastel-yellow precursor thus, 
casting doubts on whether the B-3 figures are representing swimmers at all. 
This scepticism is fuelled by the fact that (counted left to right) B-3-1 and B-3-2 
which are shown heading southeast towards B-3-3, are facing the latter 
figure. At any rate, it appears that, at WG52, a peculiar variation to the 
existing scheme of characteristic body postures associated with depictions of 
so called swimmers comes to light. 
 

  
figure 180: WG52. Detail showing the “diving” swimmer (B-1-9). Image shown is color enhanced. 

figure 181: WG52. Detail of figure 179 showing, inter alia, swimmers B-1-7 + B-1-8, their pastel-yellow precursors 
and a huge figure presumably representing a god. (Courtesy of Andras Zboray) Image shown is color enhanced. 

 
 

   
figure 182: WG52. Detail of figure 179 showing swimmers B-1-2 + B-1-3 and a pastel-yellow swimmer placed 
between them. Does this indicate that the B-1 swimmers were deliberately placed into an emblematic context 

established by an older cluster of pastel-yellow swimmers? If so, the composition as a whole may have served as a 
complex mythical-religious metaphor in which depictions left by predecessors(?) were integral components. 

(Courtesy of Andras Zboray) Image shown is color enhanced. 
figure 183: WG52. Detail of figure 179 showing a brown swimmer who is oriented towards the northwest 
palpating the lower leg of a large reddish-brown figure. (Courtesy of Andras Zboray) Image shown is color 

enhanced. 
 



 
figure 184: WG52. Detail of figure 179 showing swimmers B-2-1  -  B-2-3 approaching the front leg of the 

headless beast. (Courtesy of Andras Zboray) Image shown is color enhanced. 
 

 
figure 185: WG52. Detail of figure 179 showing swimmers(?) B-3-1  -  B-3-3. Similar to the B-1-7 swimmer and its 

pastel-yellow precursor (see figure 181), B-3-1 + B-3-2 are depicted in a body posture of submission. Both are 
crawling towards the southeast and also towards figure B-3-3 that, seemingly, eagerly awaits them. Such a 

composition casts doubts whether the three B-3 figures are representing swimmers at all.  (Courtesy of Andras 
Zboray) Image shown is color enhanced. 

 

Needless to say that, similar to WG21, a limited number of WG52 swimmers is 
depicted as deviating from the eastward direction generally associated with 
their movement. They are shown heading the opposite way, towards the 
northwest. (see for instance figures 183+185)   
 
Sehlis 7/10/2012 
Carlo Bergmann 

 
To be continued 

 


